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Abstract
This Thesis investigates the optimization of a Focused Ion Beam/Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope (FIB/SEM) Slice and View protocol of brain tissue. Using a Slice and View
protocol in a Dualbeam instrument, the ion and electron beams are used in sequence to
alternately mill and image the newly exposed surface of a predefined volume. This cre-
ates serial section images that may be used for 3D reconstruction. Research questions
addressed include finding FIB parameters most beneficial for accurate milling of the tis-
sue, use of different software strategies and image processing for 3D reconstruction of
selected subsets enclosed within the volume sectioned, and the use of Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectroscopy for revealing the volume contents a priori of the Slice and View. The
reults showed that FIB parameters of 30kV and 0.9nA provided sufficient accuracy and
consistency; that the DAB labeling protocol provided characteristics easily identifiable of
the morphology of selected interneurons which were reconstructed, but was difficult to use
in a generalized semi-automatic reconstruction protocol; and a model created to test EDX
tracing did show potential for its use to increase protocol efficiency by narrowing down
the regions of interest of the FIB block.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Visualizing what we cannot resolve with microscopes has been of interest since the in-
vention of the optical microscope by Robert Hooke in 1665 [48]. But the diffraction limit
discovered in 1896 sets bounds for the resolution required for highly detailed investiga-
tions [66]. Around the same time (1895), X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Ro¨
ntgen. The unknown origin of these ‘X’ rays with obvious similarities with light (shadows
form the rays) were identified by Thomson as electrons in 1897 [85]. Further utilizing
electrons allowed to transcend the optical diffraction limit with the invention of the Trans-
mission Electron Microscope (TEM) around 1940 [12]. TEM utilizes the wave nature of
electrons to obtain a much higher resolution than allowed by light. 3D rendering of entities
within the images began in the 1950’s with serial analysis of TEM images [1].
3D reconstruction of brain tissue started in the 1960’s ([50]), and methods for reconstruc-
tion be obtained are diverse. All the methods have their strengths and weaknesses. This
Thesis explores the use of a Dualbeam Focused Ion Beam Scanning/Electron Microscope
(FIB/SEM) for 3D reconstruction of brain tissue in a ‘Slice and View’ protocol. This pro-
cedure uses an ion and an electron beam to alternately cut away and image a sample, and
as such create serially aligned images to be used in 3D reconstructions.
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The Thesis investigates optimization of this protocol. This includes investigation of FIB
parameters for the most accurate slicing; aspects of embedding and labeling of brain tis-
sue; reconstructions using software (FIJI and Avizo Fire), and data quality measurements
using MATLAB. Lastly, the use of Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) for pre-
liminary mapping of the tissue to be sectioned was explored.
Neuroscience volume problem
How brain function influences our behavior has been of interest for almost 5000 years with
The Edwin Smith surgical papyrus in ancient Egypt [2]. Interest for brain circuitry came
with the connection meshes by Gerlach, which were contested by Santiago Ramo´n y Cajal
who constructed circuit diagrams (method of Golgi) of the brain [21]. The paradigm shift
of distinct regions of the neurons was shown histologically in the 1930’s (membranous
synaptic barrier [7, 9]). But since optical microscopy and can only follow scarsely labeled
neurites ([48]), the resolution for the verification came with the TEM in the 1950’s. The
pre- and post-synaptic elements are separated with a synaptic cleft of 10− 20nm [21].
The reconstruction of neuronal circuits may be one way we might understand human be-
havior [77]. But for the carthographic approach, the mindboggling estimated number of
100 billion neurons connected through 100 000 miles of axons at 1014−1015 synaptic con-
nections sets the problem of mapping the ‘connectome’ in persepctive [78]. The mouse
brain is smaller, but 76 billion neurons is still a challenge [45, 71]. (Another problem is
that our present knowledge mostly concerns animal models, and we do not just have large
mouse brains [21, 45]; but rapid fixation of post-mortem tissue can be done [70].) Detailed
mapping of the brain might shead light on underlying connective mechanisms of cognitive
illnesses and adverse effects, as they might be caused by e.g. misrouting of neuronal wires,
and all may at some point be caused by structural variations [78, 90].
The complexity of the human brain predisposes that the information is gathered in subsets
of the volume at a time. High quality reconstructions of the tissue with FIB/SEM is one
approach. A number of optional approaches exists, some of which are described in Sec. 2.
2
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Volume rendering in Neuroscience
This section introduces volume rendering in Neuroscience. Entities of interest within brain
tissue often has dimensions of 10 − 50nm, thus the resolution of electron microscopy
(EM) is required [6, 10, 78]. A primary distinction is between imaging by signals tran-
sitted through thin sections by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) or by signals
obtained from bulk surface interactions by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). This
section introduces approaches used for 3D reconstruction of brain tissue, and ends with an
introduction to EDX in Life Science and 3D reconstructions.
3D reconstructions at the nano- and micro-scale concerns minimizing the information lost
when collecting the data used in the regeneration. Different approaches and resolutions
are shown in Fig. 2.1.
2 Photon Laser Scanning Microscopy
Despite the limitations in resolution, fluorescently labeled brain tissue is used e.g. in the
sophisticated use of genetically modified mice expressing fluorescent proteins in subsets of
cells (Brainbow mice [69]), and 3D reconstruction using 2 Photon Excitation Microscopy
(2PE). The use of fluorescent microscopy allows selective excitation with a discrimination
3
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: (a): different approaches to 3D reconstruction; (b): the obtainable resolution for differ-
ent approaches (2007). In the figure, 1: atom probe tomography, 2: scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy focal sectioning. Figures from [40].
sensitivity of 1 fluorescent molecule in 1011 non-fluorescent, and genetically encoded flu-
orescent proteins allows the labeling of most cellular structures [59]. 2PE uses two low
energy photons (longer penetration depth) to excite a fluorophore in a non-linear process.
This leads to modelcules being excited in a 1µm3 volume, thus also limiting the area
exposed to photodamage [59].
Figure 2.2: (a): simplified Jablonski diagram; (b): excitation beam focused to a diffraction limited
spot; (c): isotropically emitted fluorescent photons. Figure from [59].
One approach scannned the xy plane and reconstructed cellular network dynamics in 3D
with suplementary software [100]. Limitations of this technique includes that only the
superficial layers (a few hundred µm) may be investigated [31, 59]. A benefit of using
2PLSM is that live cellular networks may be imaged, despite having a resolution limited
to (x, y) = 200nm and z = 500nm [27]. 2PE may also be beneficial combined with other
methods for 3D reconstruction.
4
TEM and ssTEM
The use of TEM within Neuroscience started in the 1950’s [26, 50]. The resolution of
TEM allows identification of all entities within the brain tissue, even quantification of
synapses. The ultrastructure is revealed with a resolution of 0.1nm. TEM uses thin slices
(40− 90nm) that allows highly accelerated (80− 120keV ) electrons to pass through the
specimen [10]. The electron trajectories are deviated by selected labeled entities.
Figure 2.3: DAB labeled interneuron morphology cells visualized in a TEM micrograph. Figure,
courtesy of Jørgen Sugar.
TEM is in general a 2D approach. Section thickness may be up to 0.5µm, and nanometer
resolutions are obtainable [35]. 3D rendering may be done by ultramicrotoming multi-
ple sequential sections and reconstructing the image stack; serial section TEM (ssTEM).
ssTEM may be used for reconstructing volumes of neuropil at the nanometer level, and
can be used to study ultrastructural changes [64]. But it is very time-consuming and has
numerous common artifacts.
Electron Tomography uses thicker sections (200 − 1000nm) and images the section sev-
eral hundres of times. By this approach a z-resolution of 5nm can be obtained by software
reconstruction; the resolution is then limited by the tilt interval [11]. The posibility of re-
ducing the required number of tilts while conserving the z-resolution has been investigated
[6].
5
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Figure 2.4: The principle used for 3D reconstruction of TEM sections by multiple imaging of single
section. Figure from [6].
Instead of investigating serial thin sections with a high energy electron beam in TEM,
one may prepare bulk surfaces and image the face with SEM. This overcomes many of
the limitations of the labor-intensive ssTEM approach. It may also overcome the z −
limitation imposed by imaging a volume with TEM (slice thickness 50 − 75nm) when
tracing processes < 50nm thick [3, 6]. The use of low electron energies (typically 1 −
3kV ) limits the depth of the signal to the upper tens of nanometers of the sample. The
benefits of using low beam energies was proposed even before the commercialiation of the
instrument [20].
Automatic Tape-collecting Lathe Ultramicrotome
The Automated Tape-collecting Ultramicrotome (ATLUM) collects ultramicrotomed slices
in a conveyor belt fashion by an adhesive tape. This removes the error prone procedure
of manual collection (e.g. folding, wrapping and loss of sections). It also allows thinner
sections (25− 30nm [6]).
Figure 2.5: (g): reconstructed volume obtained through SEM. (h): segmented volume. Figure from
[82].
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The tape renders the sections relatively thick, resulting in the sections having to be imaged
with SEM [10, 71]. This approach may be used to reconstruct large volumes with high
resolution (comparable to TEM [77]). A volume of 40.960µm3 with a resolution of 2nm
have been obtained using this technique [72]. Sectioning and mounting for resulting data
reliability has been a concern for ssTEM and ATLUM [10].
SBF/SEM
In Serial Block Face SEM (SBF/SEM), an ultramicrotome is placed within the SEM vac-
uum chamber. An alternating process by first obtaining a SEM micrograph and thereafter
sectioning the block by a diamond knife, is used to create a nearly aligned stack of images.
This may achieve a z − resolution of 25 − 30nm [6, 23, 41]. A z-resolution of 50nm
Figure 2.6: 500 secions imaged through SBFSEM used in reconstrucing axons. Figure from [27].
with a resolution sufficient to track the thinnest axons has been obtained [102]. Limitations
of the technique include hardening of the resign by the electorn beam, that the volume is
limited by the size of the diamond knife, one is not able to re-examine sections, that post-
embedding immunolabeling is impossible, and artifacts arising from the physical cutting
by the knife [71, 72]. The volume limitation of this technique is 6× 106µm.
7
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FIB/SEM
The Focused Ion Beam/Scanning Electron Microscope (FIB/SEM) approach uses a fo-
cused ion beam for the sequential milling of sections and imaging the exposed block face.
With this approach a z−resolution of 5nm is obtainable [6, 33]. Using positively charged
Ga+ ions decreases agglomerated charging by the SEM, but the focused ion beam and ver-
ical sputtering of material introduces new aritfacts. The resolution is comparable to TEM,
and isotroptic voxels of brain tissue for the 3D reconstructions is possible [35]. Limita-
tions of the technique is similar to SBF/SEM, but the material removal is more sensitive
(hardening of the resign is of no concern [34]), and the volumes are smaller (generally
limitied to 10.000µm3 [35]).
Figure 2.7: A: the principle of the DualBeam instrument, the vertical line being the FIB the other the
electron beam. B: a perspective SEM ciew of a processed volume. C: a high resolution
SEM of the exposed surface. Figure from [102].
Using FIB/SEM may yield a very high resolution, but the volume under investigation is
limited (surface area 0.5mm2), and the milling is time consuming [41]. Therefore, meth-
ods to map the regions of interest (ROIs) before initiating an experiment has been devel-
oped. This includes e.g. correlative approaches with Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
([92]), and in vivo 2 Photon Laser Scanning Microscopy ([35]). In these approaches the
regions are selected with the first technique, and thereafter reconstructed with FIB/SEM.
An optional approach for preliminary mapping might be using Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX).
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EDX
The main limitation of volume EM today is the pixel density and scan time during SEM
collection, and ways to create preliminary maps to locate ROIs is therefore of impor-
tance [41]. EDX and elemental mapping is a valuable asset as it frees the investigator
from the operator bias as to where elements are located[32]. By specific elemental label-
ing, selected entities can be found by their characteristic X-rays. EDX has been used in
Neuroscience e.g. for the investigation of iron-melanin interaction in parkinsonian brains
([51]), titanium nanoparticle agglomeration ([5]) and physiological agining due to Vita-
min E deficiency[13]. These studies show that trace elements are found by use of their
characterisitc wavelengths in brain tissue.
FIB/SEM has been used for elemental 3D reconstruction in a sample (anode microstruc-
ture quantification and reconstruction [46]), 3D elemental characterzation of the ceramic
CaMg(TiOx) has also been done, a sample which -like biological samples- is insulating.
A correlative approach may use SE images to correct for artifacts, and EDX can find de-
fects ‘buried’ within the bulk [76]. In general, for site-spesific studies of microstructure,
knowledge about where to locate the ROI in a sample can be very valuable [3].
Figure 2.8: A: 3D reconstruction based on EDX images. B: 3D reconstruction based on SEM mi-
crographs. Figure from [57].
3D rendering and elemental imaging of cellular features at the nanometre scale has also
been demonstrated [57]. But such a resolution has to be obtained by a correlative ap-
proach, as the increased penetration depth of the X-ray signal in the interaction volume
simulataneously decreases the resolution to a micrometer scale [32, 57, 65].
9
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Chapter 3
Theory
This section presents the physics of the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), how it
inluences the obtained signals, and the processing of them. The Foused Ion Beam (FIB)
Microscope is then presented with the similarities and differences. The section ends with
a presentation of EDX signals and staining of brain tissue. The combination of FIB and
SEM in a Dualbeam instrument is presented in the materials and methods section.
3.1 SEM
The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) consists of an electron column commonly
equipped with two or more electromagnetic lenses. The lenses are used to focuses the
electron beam to a probe point on the specimen surface(Fig. 3.1). The lenses focus the
beam with the force:
F = qv× B (3.1)
The electron probe is scanned over the surface in a raster scan pattern. On each pixel, the
electron beam pauses a set time (dwell time) to collect the signal. The signals are used to
generate a micrograph. The magnification is the ratio of the length of the raster scan to the
11
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length on the viewing screen.
Figure 3.1: a schematic illustrating the electron column with important components of the instru-
ment. Figure from [38]
Interaction volume
When the electron beam impacts the sample surface, signals are generated in the interac-
tion volume (Fig. 3.3a). The most commonly used SEM signals are secondary electrons
(SEs), backscattered electrons (BSEs) and X-rays. Different signals originate from differ-
ent parts of the interaction volume revelaing different information of the sample.
The dimensions of the interaction volume can estimated by the equation:
R(µm) =
0.0276A
Z0.89ρ
E1.670 (3.2)
Where A is the atomic weight (g/mole), Z is the atomic number, ρ is the density (g/cm3)
and E0 the beam energy (keV) [38]. The equation shows the importance of how e.g.
material composition and beam energy influences the interaction volume. Increasing the
acceleration voltage increses the dimension. The dimensions can also be estimated through
Monte Carlo Simulations. The results of the estimations can be used for determining
12
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e.g. the section thickness in ssTEM, SBF/SEM or FIB/SEM without losing information
[40, 43, 47, 81].
Figure 3.2: The figure shows a Monte Carlo simulation of the BSE signal depth as a function of
acceleration voltage. Figure from [47].
The electron beam energy is defined by the acceleration voltage and the current density.
This energy will determine the amount of signal produced. A charged particle of charge q
accelerated by a voltage difference ∆V , will gain the speed:
v =
√
2q∆V
m
(3.3)
This speed will determine the penetration depth of the charged particle. Also seen in the
equation is how increasing the current and the acceleration volume influences the focus of
the electron probe.
For the generation of a signal, enough energy must be acquired in the interations with
the incoming beam for the electrons to overcome the workfunction of the vacuum cham-
ber [29]. The signal may reflect inherent properties of the sample e.g. composition.
Higher atomic number elements will produce more BSE signal, called the atomic num-
ber contrast. This composition will appear brighter in the SEM micrograph [54]. The
atomic/compositional contrast vairies as Z2 [38].
As the electrons penetrate the sample, different scattering mechanisms lead to energy being
lost and the ejection of secondary electrons (SE). λ (Fig. 3.4a) is the mean free path of
the SE, which will depend on the material investigated. (Metals: λ = 1nm, insulators:
13
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a): Schematic of the interaction volume illustrating the distinct shape and relative posi-
tions of different signals. Figure from [99]. (b): The beam energy in combination with
the sample determines the depth of the signal. Figure from [19].
λ = 10nm [38]). Since the secondary electrons are confined to the top nm of the sample
surface, this leads to highly resolved micrographs. But the resolution is decreased due to
the generation of SE2. Using a lower acceleration voltage reduces the interaction volume
and increases the secondary electron yield (Fig. 3.4b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: a: a primary electron from the beam propagates through a sample generating SE1 and
SE2 before exiting as a BSE. Figure from [38]. b: how the secondary electron yield
vaies as a function of acceleration voltage. Figure from [29].
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Resolution
The concept of resolution is important as this may be used to define the information content
of each micrograph, the required spatial separation to distinguish two objects[99]. When
obtaining a signal from a point source in optical microscopy, the Abbe equation defines
the spatial distribution of the intensity from that point:
δ = 0.61
λ
µsinα
(3.4)
In Eq. 3.4 δ is the width of the primary peak, λ is the wavelength of the light used, µ
is the refractive index of the medium between the lens and the focal point and α is the
aperture (half angle) of the lens (Fig. 3.5a). Extrapolating to diffraction limited electron
microscopy ([19]), the lens, vacuum and wavelength expressed in terms of acceleration
voltage yield the a similar expression. The spatial intensity distribution is then defined by:
δdiffraction =
0.75
α
√
V (1 + 10−6V )
(3.5)
The obtainable resolution of the instrument is then defined by the parameters of the elec-
tron beam and lenses used which yield the probe size, and further on the pixel size used
(length separating the pixel dwell points). To be able to resolve two pixels, the signal from
the two points must fulfill the Rayleigh criterion. This implies the angular displacement
of the maximum intensity of one pixel is at the minimum of the next (Fig. 3.5b).
The resolution is determined by interactions at the beam impact point [73]. Increasing the
acceleration voltage and decreasing the current decreases the probe size, but increases the
interaction volume; decreasing the voltage decreases the dimensions but also increases the
probe size and decreases the signal. At 30kV a probe size below 1nm can be obtained, at
1kV a size of a few nm and limiting the BSE signal to the upper tens of nm [44, 74].
For electron microscopy, in addition to diffraction, the abbe condition is influenced by
spherical and chromatic aberrations from the lenses. Diffraction and chromatic aberration
have the strongest influence, and have an inverse dependence on the angular aperture (δs =
15
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Csα
3), such that an optimum exists. Thus the width may often be expressed as: δ2total =
δ2d + δ
2
d [19]. This defines the maximum resolution of the electron microscope.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: (a): The width of the intensity of the signal obtained from a primary point. (b): An
illustration of the extent to which the width of the signal from two sources must differ
for the pixels to be resolved. Figures from [19].
Specimen tilt and depth of field
When investigating a tilted specimen, the tilt angle leads to the dimension of the interaction
volume increasing in the ‘downwind direction’ [38]. The cone/pear shape of the volume
is maintained, but the angle introduces asymmetry in the investigated parts. The principle
is shown in Fig. 3.6. The effect is also seen in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.6: The principle for the decrease in penetration depth as a function of sample tilt, the cone
symolizing the interaction volume. The same asymmetry is seen in Fig. 3.2. Figure
from [38].
Tilting of a plane specimen surface also results in an effect known as ‘foreshorting’. Fore-
16
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shorting implies that different areas are magnified differently as caused by their position.
For a plane surface, the length from the sample to the electron lens (working distance) is
equal irrelevant of the position in the raster scan. By tilting the plane surface, the ‘top
view’ length of the specimen is no longer equal to the preceedig situation; the magnifica-
tion perpendicular to the tilt axis will be lower relative the magnification parallel to the tilt
axis. The principle is shown in Fig. 3.7a [38].
Depth of field is the height of features relative to a specimen surface in which the features
are in optimum focus. If the electron beam is focused on a plane surface, all the features
on the surface will be in focus. With increasing distance above and below this surface,
the electron beam will diverge. This results in under- and overfocus of the beam at the
respective locations.
At a certain distance the beam will have broadened -and thus the focus altered- to such an
extent that the feature may appear diffuse. One may estimate the depth of field by using a
geometric approximation shown in Fig. 3.7b. This leads to the equation:
tan α = r/(D/2) (3.6)
D = 2r/tan α (3.7)
where α is the beam divergence/convergence angle, D is the depth of field, and r is the
radius of the semi-cone [38].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: (a) The principle of foreshorting; regions of a plane surface will have a different mag-
nification as caused by the difference in distance to the lens for selected areas; (b): a
schematic of the depth of field, the distance above and below a plane of optimum focus
where the features in the micrograph will be of the highest sharpness. Figures from [38].
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The convergence angle has a strong effect on the resolution. Large convergence angles
yield increased resolution, but at a tradeoff with a greatly reduced depth of field. This
means features outside the optimum focus quickly become blurred; those within are ren-
dered sharper [86].
If all the features are within the DOF, the foreshorting and tilt angle still leads to a cor-
rection having to be made in the y − direction (perpendicular to the tilt axis Fig. 3.7a).
By a trigonometric consideration, if the sample is tilted with an angle α, the resulting mi-
crograph has to be elongated in the dimension perpendicular to the scan direction with a
factor of sin(α) (Sec. 4.3.1).
Fourier Transform
The quality of SEM micrograph may be measured through its sharpness. This may be
conducted through a Fourier Transform of the SEM signal. The SEM signal contains in-
formation about both the primary electron beam and the geometric features of the sample,
but a SEM micrograph cannot separate dem. A Fourier Transorm of the image is applica-
ble for such a separation, and be used to quantify them [75].
By transforming the spatial signal to its corresponding frequency, one may use where the
integral converges as a measure of the image sharpness. Large scale geometric features
are transformed to low frequencies, and finer details to higher frequencies. Thus higher
frequencies implies finer features, a larger integral, a higher micrograph sharpness, and
therefore a higher resolution.
The Fourier transform and its inverse is given in Eq. 3.9 [63].
fˆ(ω) =
1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
f(x)e−iωxdx (3.8)
f(x) =
1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
fˆ(ω)eiωxdω (3.9)
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It is possible to extend Fourier analysis from converting functions to converting discrete
points from a dataset; such discrete Fourier transform (DFT) deals with sampled values
(complex polymomal interpolarization). The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an efficient
implementation of the DFT. DFT is the most widely used discrete transform in digital
signal processing [62].
The Fourier transform can be extended to two variables, e.g. x and y. The magnitude
distribution of the Fourier transform may be used as a measurement scale, and is given
[75]:
F (k, l) =
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i=0
N−1∑
i=0
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The magnitude of the transform reveals the geometric structures, the phase determines
where in the image the frequency component originated. After having Fourier transformed
an image both the phase and the magnitude must be conserved for the image to be identical
in the image domain.
Image software processing (e.g. MATLAB [91]) may be used for the calculations. The
transform may also be used to check the focus and astigmatism of the probe [75].
Figure 3.8: A simulated image of a sharp 1-dimensional edge (black/white) and its Fourier trans-
form. The rapid shift gives a large amount of high frequencies relative a more diffuse
change (underneath) [75]. The clear cut edge generates more high frequensies in the
approximation.
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3.2 FIB
The Foucused Ion Beam (FIB) microscope uses a beam of positively charged ions of high
atomic mass (commonlyGa+) and the interactions occuring at the sample surface -despite
important differences- in a simiar manner as the SEM. Like the SEM, the FIB also operates
by raster scanning the focused beam across the surface of the sample [67].
A common choice of ion source, is a liquid-metal Ga+ ion source, as caused by its low
melting temperature, the weight being adequate for the milling of heavier elements, its
low volatility, low vapor pressure, and that the ions are easily distinguishable [105]. The
liquid Ga+ reservoir is in contact and wets a sharp tungsten tip, and a high excitation field
(> 108) is used to pull out the ions to a cone with radius 5 − 10nm. Ions are emitted by
field ionization and post-ionization, and accelerated down the FIB column [67].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: (a): the FIB column with the important components. (b): the sptial distribution of the
damage of the impinging ions. Figures from [19].
As the ions are of high atomic mass (relative electrons), electrostatic lenses are used to
focus the beam with the force: F = qE. A Scanning Ion Micrograph (SIM) may be
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generated analogous to a SEM. The charged ions generates higher contrast, but also has a
much more damaging effect on the sample surface.
Ion interactions
Elastic interactions results in momentum transfer from the energetic ions to the atoms of
the sample. This may result in the atoms being ejected in a sputtering process. The elastic
collitions may result in secondary electrons, phonons, plasmons and X-rays. The collision
cascade may also lead to ions being implanted [103].
According to a Newtonian model, an energetic ion will transfer the maximum kinetic
energy:
E
E0
=
4m1m2
(m1 +m2)2
(3.12)
To displace an atom a commonly accepted value is 25eV ; an ion striking the surface with
25kV may therefore displace 1000 atoms in a cascade [19]. Thus, the cascade will cause
damage not limited to the probe point (Fig. 3.9b). The sputtering effect is therefore most
often utilized in cutting and shaping samples rather than imaging them.
The overall quality of the FIB milling is material dependent, e.g. cross sections of FIB
prepared TEM sections shows a broadening at the base, which widens with atomic num-
ber [89]. Little is known of FIB induced damage to polymer and soft materials other
than qualitative evaluations. FIB/SEM interactions may change the chemical composition
and bonding in soft materials, e.g. electron beam irradiation may increase the amount of
aromatic carbon bonding in acrylamide [88].
Ion beam accuracy
The accuracy of the ion mill is important to control, as inconsitensies in the ion mill de-
grades the cutting/shaping. If the process is repeated e.g. to cut sequentially inwards in a
volume, the deteriorations often propagate through the protocol.
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The ion beam has a current profile with a focused core and a Gaussian current density
distribution; the profile has long tails which decreases with distance [18, 61]. This beam
profile limits the accuracy of the mill, and despite a number of advantages of low voltage
focused ion beams, it is difficult to obtain submicron beams with conventional optics [61].
GIS
The Gas Injection System (GIS) may be used to deposit metal on the sample surface. The
deposition may be used e.g. to decrease charging or topography on a sample surface, or
soldering for e.g. a ‘lift-out’ procedure where a thin sample may be soldered to a collection
probe and directly removed [89].
The principle is shown in Fig. 3.10. A precursor gas is introduced by a gas injection needle
near (100−200nm) the surface and adheres by van der Waals forces. Then the ion beam is
used to decompose the precursor (in situ chemical vapor deposition) [15, 67, 105]. Volatile
byproducts leave the surface and gets removed by the vacuum. The ion flux relative the
precursor density determines the amount of sample sputtering relative metal deposition.
The metal deposited is amorphous.
Figure 3.10: A schematic showing the priciple of the gas injection system. A precursor gas is in-
jected close to the surface and adheres to the sample. It is then dissociated by the ion
beam, the precursor is removed and the metal is deposited.
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3.3 EDX
The electron beam can be used to excite X-rays from the sample. X-rays are generated
in the lower part of the interaction volume (Fig. 3.3a). The result from the excita-
tion is an X-ray Spectrum. The photons may contribute to the continiuum background
(Bremsstrahlung), or be spesific for the element from which it originated as characteristic
X-rays.
The earliest theoretical model of the braking radiation in the X-ray spectra (Kulenkampff
and Kramers):
EN(E)dE = CZ(T − E)dE (3.13)
where E is the energy of the X-ray photon produced, N(E)dE the number of photons
produced per incident electron having an energy between E and E + dE, C is a constant,
Z the target atomic number and T is the electron kinetic energy [24]. This equation -
despite its derivation including several simplifications- shows the dependency of the X-ray
count rate on the electron beam energy, and the importance of the atomic number.
Figure 3.11: A schematic of an X-ray spectrum with the braking radiation and the characteristic
X-rays indicated. Figure from [38].
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Braking radiation (Bremsstrahlung)
The X-ray continuum results from deceleration in the positive field of the nucleus of the
atoms in the sample. The electrons in the positive field may loose the energy ∆E. This loss
in energy is emitted as a photon with an energy ∆E = hv, where h is Planck’s constant
and v the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation. Since the deceleration events are
random, the electrons may loose energy ranging through the whole energy spectrum, from
0 to the incident energy E0. This creates a continuum of the braking effect the positive
fields have on the incoming electrons, hence the name [38].
Figure 3.12: A schematic showing the origin of the braking radiation. The random deceleration
of the incoming electrons in the Colombic field of the atoms in the sample cause the
excitation of an entire X-ray spectrum. Figure from [38].
Characterisitc X-rays
An excited atom will deexcite through a limited series of allowed steps. Excess energy
is released by ejecting an electron with a spesific kinetic energy (an Auger electron), or
releasing X-ray wavelengths [38]. Even though the X-ray spectrum contain all of the
wavelengths, certain wavelengths (corresponding to characteristic energy shell differences
of the elements present) rise far above the background radiation in the number of counts.
These profiles in the wavespectrum are characteteristic for elements in the sample, and
may be used to identity the element of origin [54]. Characteristic X-rays stems from the
excitation of an inner shell electron exiting the atom, as shown in Fig. 3.13a.
EDX analysis may be used in constructing dot maps. Such maps are constructed by label-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: (a): The excitation/de-excitation process generating an Auger electron or a character-
istic X-ray. Figure from [19]. (b): The energy band separations are characteristic for
each element, and therefore also the X-ray energies resulting from the de-excitation of
the respective element. Figure from [54].
ing specific peak wavelengths before the raster, and if a characteristic X-ray is collected
a bright dot appears in the micrograph. Pseudocoloring of the different elements can be
used to create elemental maps of the surface investigated. By superimposing the elemen-
tal map on a SE image of the surface, the elemental distribution of the specimen may be
determined [54]. The number of counst per pixel required for a stistically significant map
is regarded as 8, thus leading to 130.000 cunts for a 128× 128 image [32].
Despite the possibility to conduct EDX on bulk specimen, irregular surfaces restrict quan-
titative analyses. The large interaction volume restricts the resolution to around 4 − 8µm
[32, 54]. The dimensions of this volume may be calculated through Eq. 3.2, substituting
E0 with ∆E with respect to the critical excitation energy [79]. The dot maps may be used
to construct 3D elemental distributions of samples under investigation [46, 103].
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3.4 Staining and sample fixation of brain tissue
Electron microscopy needs to be conducted in a vacuum due to the mean free path of
electrons being highly sensitive the the presence of gas molecules. But since biological
tissue is composed of high amounts of water (which boils at vacuum), special sample
preparation has to be conducted for the samples to be investgated. The samples need to be
both dehydrated and fixed, but in a way that best conserves the structure of the material
[101]. Stabilizing thin sections with crosslinking fixatives is the common approach for
EM investigations [104].
Another aspect of sample preparation is avoidance of the artifact of charging. Biological
tissue is insulating, such that investgated surfaces of the tissue would quickly charge if
steps are not taken to decrease this artifact. A charged surface investigated by SEM will
lead to the electron probe not being able to adequately follow the predefined raster. For
the investigations of surface topography of a fixed biological sample, a metal coating is
sufficient for the avoidance of charging [29]. But for investigating internal structures, the
samples has to be stained. This may be done by conductive metal staining, but this again
leads to every investigation of biological tissue by electron microscopy is indirect. Every
step taken to increase the conductivity, degrades the structures under investigation. And
the ultrastructure of brain tissue is very sensitive to the use of fixation chemicals.
The following procedures relate to the use of fixative chemicals developed for TEM. A
comparison og conventional drying of the samples for SEM or plastic embedding as for
TEM has shown that for topographical investigations the samples should be dried, whereas
when investigating cell ultrastructure plastic embedding proves superior [96]. The proce-
dure was later extended for the fixatives to be used in en block sample preparations. This
means staining of tissue in bulk, which is further sensitive to the diffusion rate of the
chemicals involved [101].
The most common chemical fixative is the use of aldehydes [53]. Aldehydes fix and
preserves fine structural details in tissue by inducing crosslinks between proteins; having
directly crosslinked proteins, other biological tissue becomes indirectly fixed, enclosed in
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Figure 3.14: Top: formaldehyde dissoved in water forms methylene hydrate and polymerizes. Bot-
tom: higher order polymers requiring energetic depolymerization. Figure from [53].
the fixed protein structure. Glutaraldehyde is usually the aldehyde of choice for fixation,
but formaldehyde for en block staining is also used [68]. Formaldehyde has a lower mod-
elcular weight, and may therefore be used for an increased speed and penetration depth of
the fixative. But, the lower molecular weight also decreases the number of crosslinks in-
duced by the molecule. Formaldehyde is a gas, and paraformaldehyde is higher polymers
of formaldehyde (stable, white powder), and needs to be depolymerized to be used as a
fixative [53]. The combination of glutaraldehyde, paraformaldehyde and phosphate buffer
is commonly used for fxation of brain tissue [4, 33, 34, 35, 42, 70, 72, 84, 92, 93, 102].
The use of Osmium tetroxide (OsO4) was used before the introduction of aldehyde stain-
ing, but is now used mostly for post-staining protocols, and is a necessity for further de-
hydration and plastic embedding. The use of Osmium increases the BSE signal due to
its relatively high atomic number [68]. A combination of Osium tetroxide and Potassium
ferrocianide (K4Fe(CN)6) may also be used for postfixation and staining. Potassium
ferrocianide increases the reactivity of Osmium tetroxide and enhances the reactivity of
Osmium.
The procedures discussed were developed for TEM. For investigations of samples in SEM
(therefore FIB/SEM), the samples need to be able to sustain sectioning required for the
exposure of selected surfaces. This may be done through embedding the tissue in an epoxy
resign. Epoxies are thermosetting polymersic resigns, and the epoxide chemical group
crosslink at increased temperatures in the presence of a hardener. For sample preparation
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Figure 3.15: The protein crosslinking mechanism by the induced methylene bridge, often between
the nitrogen atom from the lysine side chain and the nitrogen of a peptide linkage.
Figure from [53].
procedures, water is exchanged with a solvent (ethanol or acetone), and the solvent is later
substituted with epoxy. The sample is then cured at elevated temperatures, and remains
stable for years.
To increase the contrast of the staining, heavy metal salts are often used; the salt most
commonly used is uranyl acetate (salt of uranium). Staining with using uranyl acetate
may lead to crystallization, and is often a consequence of prior chemical treatment of
the tissue. In particular, if long osmium treatment have been conducted, uranyl acetate
staining is reduced, and the saturated solution may lead to the agglomeration of uranyl
acetate. The appearance of elongate characteristic crystals of uranyl acetate (Fig. 3.16)
should lead to the uranyl acetate staining step being considered [25]. Such crystals make
sectioning difficult. Uranyl is photo reductive and will precipitate is not carried out in
the dark. Uranyl acetate staining can be done pre- or post-embedding, and is a positive
stain leading to the labeled entities having an increased electron density of the structures
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increasing the contrast.
Figure 3.16: A needle like Uranium crystal formed during the staining of muscle tissue for TEM.
Figure from [25].
For brain tisse to be investigated, the brain of the animal need to be fixed by perfusion.
Cardiac perfusion utilizes the heart and circulatory system of the animal to pump the fix-
ative into the brain. To increase the penetrative speed of the fixative and conserve the
ultrastructure of the brain as close to the original as possible, the purest formaldehyde is
utilized by depolymerizing paraformaldehyde by heat treatment.
A common way of labeling biological entities is the use of the avidin biotin immunohis-
tochemical approach. Avidin has very strong affinity for biotin, and avidin has multiple
binding sites for biotin and is commonly used in an avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex. If
brain tissue has been labeled with biotinylated dextran amine (BDA), the complex will
presist only in the positions where biotin is present. Furthermore, these reagions can be
visalized by reactions with 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB). DAB reacts with peroxidase and
generates an osmophilic precipitate (DABppt), which again reduces OsO4 to the electron-
dense osmium black, easily distinguishable in SEM micrographs. The final reaction can
be seen in
DAB +H2O2 + peroxidase→ DABppt+ 2H2O (3.14)
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Gold intensification
The DAB reaction product may be intensified by double labeling, by use of a silver de-
veloper and gold toning [84]. Horeseradish peroxidase (HRP) is not inherently electron
dense, but the reaction primary end product is argyrophilic meaning that it catalyzes the
reduction of dissolved silver to submicron metallic silver grains [54]. The deposited grain
are autocatalytic, and the silver grains may grow to a microscopic level, and increase the
visibility of the DAB stained entities [29]. Thus, a silver developer (containing AgNO3)
may be used for deposition of silver on the DAB stained end product [106].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.17: (a): the reducing environsment caused by the DAB reaction product catalyzes the depo-
sition of silver. (b): a comparison of the silver enhacement with conventional staining.
Figures from 1.
A subsequent gold toning procedure substitutes gold with the precipitated silver. Gold
is more chemically inert than silver. There exists different protocols, and an option to
decrease the false-negative results is by converting the precipitated deposited silver from
amorphous to granual [29]. Gold toning provides higher benefits in EM investigations than
silver enhancement, as it further increases contrast and greatly increases the BSE signal
[36].
1http://www.nanoprobes.com/products/EnzMet-SISH-enzyme-\
metallography-for-ISH-and-IHC.html
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Materials and Methods
This section introduces the instrument, samples and procedures used in the investigations
conducted for this Thesis. All brain tissue samples were prepared by Ph.D candidate
Jøregen Sugar. The structure is as follows: an introduction to the Dualbeam FIB/SEM
instrument, its setup and applications; a presentation of the samples and their preparation
protocols; the software used in the dataprocessing; then the experiments are presented. The
section finalizes with common artifacts normally encountered when using the FIB/SEM.
4.1 FIB/SEM Dualbeam instrument
In this Thesis a FEI Helios NanoLabTM DualBeamTM FIB was used. The instru-
ment has two optical columns, a vertical electron column and an ion column separated
by 52◦ (shown schematically in Fig. 5.27) [29]. The instrument is equipped with detec-
tors for Secondary electrons (SE), Bacscattered Electrons (BSE) and energy Dispersive
X-rays (EDX), and different operation modes which are best suited for different magni-
fications/applications. This has been ivestigated previously by the candidate [91]. The
two optical columns makes it possible to use the FIB ‘nano-knife’ to expose bulk areas
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of the sample and investigate the exposed surface with SEM [47, 95]. Volumes may be
investigated in a protocol called ‘Slice and View’. In such a process, the sample remains
stationary in the x, y dimensions, and only shifts in the z dimension (fig. 4.11).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Images of the Dualbeam instrument at NTNU Nanolab used in the investigations. (a):an
image showing the system control and the instrument with the vertical electron column
and the ion column separated by 52◦. (b): the vacuum chamber has been opened to
insert a sample. Figures, courtesy of Ken Roger Ervik.
To reduce human intervention, automation software for the Slice and View procedure has
been developed (e.g. FEI Slice and View G2). This increases section thickness consis-
tency, and allows the procedure to be run unsupervised [14, 95]. For further decrease
of irregular slice thickness, the ion beam may be used to collect a driftcorrection image
between the slices . This Scanning Ion Micrograph (SIM) allows the comparison of the
stage position between the ion millings, while the stage position is unaltered. This allows
corrections to be done through comparisons with a reference fiducial mark (Fig. 4.9).
Imaging done through a ‘Slice and View’ may make the charging artifact less severe (Fig.
4.21). This is because the two charged paricles have opposite charge. Accumulated charge
may influence both probe points and cause distortions in the data [95]. During the Slice
and View, the working distance of the electron beam shifts. This leads to the focus having
to be readjusted at certain intervals. The FIB and SEM parameters will dictate the time
required for the process and the quality of the obtained images [65].
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Instrument setup
The SEM sample stub (Sec 4.1) is fastened to the chuck in the vacuum chamber before
pumping the chamber. Using the Everthart Thornley Detector the sample is located, ro-
tated and aliged with the preprepared section cut for the area to investigate. The working
distance (distance from the final lens aperture to the sample, Fig. 3.1) is set to 4.1mm
(instrument standard). Then the sample stage height is adjusted to the eucentric height,
being the height where the probe point on the sample is unaltered despite tilting the stage
[86]. Then the coincidence point of the two beams is checked, that both beam aim at the
same point. An ion ‘Beam shift’ is used for adjustments. The accuracy of the coincidence
point should be within 5µm [86].
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: The figures shows potental applications with the FIB/SEM instrument. (a): a schematic
illustrating the Dualbeam setup for use in a Slice and View. The alternating use of the
ion and electron beam while the stage is stationary. Figure from [49]. (b): a schematic
of an EDX investigation of a sample in the FIB vacuum chamber. What is seen is the
relative orientations of the ion and electron beam, in addition to the direction of the
EDX detector. This direction has to be taken into account if X-rays are to be collected.
Figure from [76].
Sample Preparation FIB
The samples were fastened on an aluminium SEM sample stub by conductive carbon tabs
and copper tape [70]. Epoxy glue may also be used. Then the stub was sputter coated with
40nm Au ([4, 35, 70, 92]) in a Sputter coater for SEM sample Preparation, Cressington
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208 HR B. This reduces surface charge accumulation [14, 33, 35, 47, 92]. The metal
coating also leads to a an efficient decrease in localized heating, which may be a cause for
inaccurate ion milling [52, 88]. Carbon or Platinum coating is also applicable [14, 16, 28].
4.1.1 SEM Imaging
BSE collection by the TLD or ‘in-lens’ detector is a common choice in FIB/SEM investi-
gations, and the use of 1 − 4kV voltage provdes an x-y resolution of 1.5 − 3nm [28]. A
BSE signal at 3kV originates from about 15nm, and the SE singnal from ≤ 1nm. During
previous investigations performed by the candidate, the imaging parameters providing the
highest image sharpness at given magnifications were investigated [91]. For magnifica-
tions below 35.0000X , the Through-the-Lens detector in the Field Free mode provided
the highest degree of sharpness. In addition, for the same operation mode it was shown
that despite the effect of Foreshorting (Sec. 3.1), the lens Depth of Field yielded the whole
image in focus.
The imaging parameters used for collecting high quality SEM images of the brain tissue at
magnifications of 8000X − 10.000X were; acceleration voltage: 2kV , current: 0.17nA,
resolution: 2048 × 1768 and dwell time 100µs [34]. The detector collected SEs. Low
voltage and current yields highly resolved images [35, 70]. Despite the time requirement
for the collection of each SEM (the SEM aquisition speed being a practical limitation
[102]), these parameters ensures adequate signal from a small interaction volume, resulting
in high resolution micrographs as desribed in Sec. 3.1.
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4.2 Samples
Five types of samples were investigated in this Thesis. For the trench milling, an ultrami-
crotomed empty Epon block was used. This ensured that the results could be generalized
to brain tissue investigations. For the Slice and View to reconstruct brain tissue, special-
ized sections were prepared and embedded in Epon epoxy. Two embedding protocols were
investigated, thin sections and re-embedded sections (Fig. 5.8). The EDX model used a
basis of an empty Epon epoxy block. For the EDX investigations of brain tissue, a sam-
ple section was stained with DAB and double labeled though a silver/gold intensification
process.
Tissue extraction and block preparation
To investigate biologcal tissue in the FIB/SEM the tissue must be dehydrated, stained
and fixed [101]. A mouse model was used, the brain to be examined was extracted from
the mouse following chemical fixation by cardiac perfusion with Phosphate Buffer Saline
(PBS) and paraformaldehyde. (For details regarding the perfusion of rodents, see [39].)
The brain was then sectioned and selected regions were washed with PBS and water. The
antibody-DAB staining procedures for the tissue used in these experiments were all done
in a cold room or on ice, over a period of 11 days; through cryoprotective agents (DMSO
in PBS), primary- and secondary antibodies and Tris-HCl buffer.
The sections were then stained with Potassium ferrocyanide and Osmium tertroxide for 2h,
washed in PBS and dehydrated in a graded alcohol series [92]. Thereafter the sections were
stained with Uranyl acetate in alcohol for 2h at 60◦, after which the tissue was infiltrated
with Epon epoxy using solutions with Propylene oxide [4, 34, 35, 97]. The DAB labeling
results in an interneuron morphology as visualized in Fig. 2.3.
The tissue was left in Epon over night. The final hardening was done by placing the the
tissue in a 60◦ oven for 3 days. Further processing included removing the separating
agents, cutting the tissue containing the region of interest (ROI) into smaller geometries.
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This concludes the thin sample preparation, the re-embedded samples were mounted on an
empty Epon blocks. The blocks were further trimmed with an ultramicrotome, resulting
in adequate dimensions for the FIB [33].
EDX model
The model designed to investigate EDX for searching applications was created on an
empty Epon epoxy block. The block had been ultramicrotomed to appropriate FIB di-
mensions, resulting in the block having clear cut perpendicular faces. The protocol stated
in Sec. 4.1 was followed for FIB preparation. Copper tape was used, and 40nm of Cr
was sputter coated instead of Gold (significantly different characteristic X-ray wavelength
[60]).
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Figures illustration the relative orientations used when preparing the EDX model. (a)
the block orientation required for the deposition of Pt by the GIS and FIB milling;
(b) the sample reoriented to place the deposited Pt on the wall for the geometry to be
investigated in the experiments (Fig. 5.23).
As a model for finding gold (Z = 79), platinum (Z = 78) was used due to very similar
excitation and characteristic wavelengths [60]. Three layers of Pt was deposited through
the GIS system (Sec. 3.2), with surface areas of 40µ × 5µm, and thicknesses of 0.5µm,
1µm and 2µm. The layers were deposited with the ion currents 0.26nA, 0.44nA and
0.9nA, respectively. After deposited the three layers, the residue volume separating the
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Pt layers and the edge of the block was milled ensuring a clean surface composed of only
Epon epoxy(Fig. 4.3a).
After the Pt layer deposition, the block was removed from the SEM sample stub, reori-
ented, and adhered to a new SEM sample stub by the same protocol. The new orientation
placed the deposited three Pt layers on the vertical wall of the block and the clean FIB
milled surface on top (Fig. 4.3b). This made it possible to investigate how far the EDX
results could be traced through empty Epon epoxy. A new layer of 40nm Cr was deposited
to decrease charging.
Figure 4.4: The geometry required for a FIB-EDX tomography experiment. This to ensure the
adequate dimensions for the accurate FIB milling (redeposition) and efficient EDX de-
tection. By placing the ROI at a sidewall (Fig. 4.3b) the same requirements are met.
Figure from [76].
Gold intensified DAB stained tissue
The preparation protocol for the doubly labeled brain section is similar to the one stated
in Sec. 4.2 for the DAB labeling. After the DAB labeling protocol, the labeling was
intensified with a silver solution, and further enhanced though gold substitution. But the
staining was not contrast enhanced with uranyl acetate, and the hardening was reduced
from 3 days to 1 day at 60◦.
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4.3 Software processing
4.3.1 FIJI
Stack processing
For the processing of the stacks of images obtained through the Slice and View proce-
dure, the open source program Fiji (Fiji.sc) was applied. This section gives the protocols
followed when processing the raw data obtained from the Slice and View for the 3D re-
construction. A raw data example collected through a Slice and View is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Figure 4.5: The figure shows a raw micrograph taken with the optimized SEM parameters (Sec.
4.1.1).
For image stacks to be used in 3D reconstructions, the sequential images were then aligned
using the plugin ‘StackReg’. As the stage remains stationary through the process and
only shifts in the z − direction, alignment based on ‘translation’ was used. The residue
surface area not conserved through the stack was thereafter cropped. The sequence of FFT
processing and alignment must be considered, as it can be both beneficial and detrimental
for the alignment. FFT processing can be used to subdue artifacts (e.g. not too prevalent
curtains), but could also lead to misalignment.
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If excessive curtaining (Sec. 4.5) or drift (Sec. 4.5) was present, the StackReg tool did not
align the slices correct. Selected slices were then manually shifted (Image>Transform>Translate)
to more accurately align in the sequence. Aligning the stack with different reference slices
was also done. With these additional steps, the StackReg was used with success.
For realistic 3D rendering, the images must be corrected for the SEM angle. This is done
by elongating the shortened dimension. The image is corrected for the tilt view of the
SEM by elongating the y − dimension by a factor of
sin(52) = 1.27 (4.1)
by a bicubic interpolarization. The trignometric foundation of the correction is shown in
Fig. 4.6, the result in Fig. 4.7a.
Figure 4.6: This figure illustrates how the geometry of the micrograph must be corrected for the
SEM angle. Schematic, courtesy of Ken Roger Ervik.
Then the image is inverted for it to resemble a TEM and make tracing contours more
convenient ([34]), shown in Fig. 4.7b. Further, the micrograph is process through a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) Bandpass filter, filtering pixels frequencies up to 1 pixel and
down to 100 pixels. The choice of saturating the pixels afterwards was chosen to increase
the similarity of the images in the stack. The filter used also simulataneously suppressed
vertical stripes (reduces curtaining), and horizontal stripes (sometimes resulting from the
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y − direction elongation). Finally the images were 5% contrast enhanced to further ease
the tracing. The result is shown in Fig. 4.7c.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: The image processing is illustrated by the enhancement of Fig. 4.5. (a) bicubic interpo-
lated raw data; (b) elongated image inverted; (c) micrograph processed through a FFT
bandpass filter and contrast enhanced.
EDX image processing
FIJI was also used for processing EDX elemental maps. All the EDX images were inverted
and contrast enhanced. For the superimposed preliminary EDX mapping experiment Sec.
5.3.2, some additional steps were taken. For clarity, the brightness of the SE micrograph
was decreased. The elemental map was processed through contrast enhancement and re-
duced for the color channels of the two images to be merged. The superimposed pseudo-
colored image shows the presence and distribution of the constituting elements [83].
4.3.2 Avizo Fire
After the FIJI processing, the image stack was imported into Avizo Fire 7.1TM . First the
voxel size is input, which is the x, y, z dimensions corrected for the number of pixels.
Then the stack was filtered through a median filter. This was followed by the segmentation
process. On Fig. 4.8, a cross section of an interneuron is labeled through the ‘Magic
Wand’ tool. With this tool, one selects a pixel and sets thresholds threshold values and the
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software tracks the propagating contour within the thresholds. In the figure the thresholds
are set and the contours of the interneuron is tracked and labeled with red.
Figure 4.8: An example illustrating the labeling of a selected entity in a single slice. An interneuron
crossection is here labeled red and tracked with the Magic Wand tool in avizo Fire 7.1.
This can be done for each slice, or the selected contour can be automatically traced through
the volume. But due to artifacts and irregularities through the stack, this process often
led to wrong labeling and was therefore not used for the interneurons. The interneurons
labeled in the figures are labeled sequentially on each slice. The generalized tracing ability
of the software was tested for the semi-automatic tracing of axons. After having performed
the labeling, a surface view can be created. A smoothening step was included. To increase
the accuracy of the labeling of e.g. axons running perpendicular to the plane of sectioning,
the labeling can be done on the plane best suited.
4.3.3 MATLAB
An analysis of the micrograph sharpness was conducted thorugh MATLAB. In earlier
investigations by the candidate ([91]) a MATLAB code was written which measures the
micrograph sharpness based on a Fourier Transform of the image (Sec. 3.1). The code
subdivides an image to a matrix of cells, all of which are Fourier Transformed and uses
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the converging integral as a measure of the degree of clear cut boundaries. The quantified
results from each cell are averaged as a generalized expression of the image sharpness.
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 General procedure before imaging and S&V experiments
For high quality data in the Slice and View experiments, proper preparation needs to be
doen in advance of the experiment. The samples were therefore inserted into the vacuum
chamber at least 12h before the experiments to reduce image drift [16].
For the co-localization of the SEM and the FIB probe point, FIB parameters of 30kV
and 26pA was used for both the focusing of the ion beam, and to ensure an accurate co-
localization of the two probes. With the probe points colocalized, a rough milling of the
sample was performed to expose possible ROIs. Rough milling was performed with ion
currents of 6.5nA and 9nA.
Above the ROI, conductive and protective layers of platinum and conductive carbon (1µm
of each [14, 47, 57, 68]) were deposited through the GIS. (Carbon can also be used to en-
hance the contrast of biological specimen in SEM images [94].) For the metal deposition,
an ion current of 0.44nA was used resulting in a current density of around 3pA/µm2.
Besides the volume selected for the Slice and View, trenches of width 6µm and 5µm depth
were milled to avoid redeposition of milled material [3, 16, 34]. These dimensions are set
for the milling of silicon, resulting in extended milling of embedded brain tissue. Then
final polishing steps of the surface with a low ion current 0.44nA were conducted to avoid
curtaining [57]. The volume to be milled and resulting surface area to be investigated was
chosen such that the ion mill always sputtered an excess amount of material to diminishing
edge effects [34].
In the experiments conducted, a driftcorrection SIM was taken to decrease this artifact.
This is the ‘X’ seen in the perspective SEM shown in Fig. 4.9. Even though the stage is
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relaively stationary, small shifts in the (x, z) directions may be required (directions as in
Fig. 4.11). The SIM correction is used for this.
Figure 4.9: A labeled SEM micrograph taken after a Slice and View. (1) and (3): trenches to reduce
redeposition; (2) the ‘X’ is the driftcorrection mark, and (4) the ROI of the Slice and
View, also seen is the hydrogen deposition which gives the region a brighter hue. Scale
bar: 30µm.
4.4.2 Trench Milling
For investigating how the accuracy of the ion mill varied as a function of the ion current
used, regions of empty Epon empoxy was used. To evaluate the accuracy, trenches were
milled using different ion currents. The ion beam was first focused using a current of
26pA. The acceleration voltage used was 30kV as this is the voltage used in the instrument
alignment.
For milling the trenches, a rough cut (9nA) of the sample was conducted to expose a
surface area of sufficient size [47]. Then layers of 1µm conductive carbon and 1µm of
Pt was deposited on top for charge reduction and sample protection. After the deposition,
trenches were milled using the ‘Line mill’ tool of the FIB. This was chosen to ensure that
the ion beam was focused as precisely as possible.
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The ion currents investigated were: 26pA, 46pA, 90pA, .26nA, 0.44nA, 0.9nA, 2.7nA,
6.5nA, 9nA and 20nA. Having performed the trench milling, SEM images were collected
using the TLD in the Field free mode and with a resolution of 2048×1768 and dwell time
of 100µs with stage orientations of 0◦ and 52◦. The different ion trenches were milled in
close proximity to ease their comparison.
Figure 4.10: Example FIB milled lines, figure from [37]. For the trench milling experiments, after
having milled a similar array, a cross-section was exposed and polished to ensure as
accurate measurements as possible.
4.4.3 S&V of brain tissue
The FEI Slice and V iew G2 software was used for automatic Slice and View [14].
The FIB milling depth was 5µm, and surface chosen such as to ensure at least 120 slices
of the desired thickness [34]. The SEM imaging parameters noted in Sec. 4.4.1 was
implemented, and FIB milling parameters during the Slice and View experiments were
30kV and 0.9nA.
A SIM for drift-correction was used during the Slice and View experiments. A fiducial
mark of platinum with height 0.6µm was deposited with the GIS using a deposition cur-
rent of 0.26pA, and the mark was milled with a current of 0.9nA. FIB driftcorrection
parameters of 1024 × 884 pixels and a dwell time of 3µs caused negligible deterorating
sputtering while maintaining the drift correction.
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Figure 4.11: A schematic showing the principle of the Slice and View. The ion beam is used to mill
a slice, before the electron beam scans the exposed surface. The stage is then shifted
in the z-direction, and the processed is repeated. Figure from [47].
Axon tracing
For the axon tracing experiments, different slice thicknesses were tested to see the in-
fluence on the micrograph quality. Increased section thickness was investigated as this
increases the volume investigated per experiment. For testing the accuracy of the align-
ment and sectioned volume, a modified protocol from [27] was used to compare the axon
tracing capability of the FIB/SEM with the SBF/SEM approach. A schematic of the setup
is seen in Fig. 4.12.
The tracing was semi-automatic, and the axons were traced through the use of the ‘Magic
Wand’ tool in AvizoTM Fire 7.1. The axons present were reconstructed by the operator
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Figure 4.12: A schematic of the principle of tracing axons. If the slicing (z) direction is aligned
according to the propagating axon, then a Slice and View can segment and reconstruct
the axon according to its cross-sections. Figure (modified) from [27].
marking one axon cross-section in one of the slices, and adjusting the threshold for tracing
the propagating contour through the volume once.
4.4.4 EDX for preliminary mapping
The use of the EDX detector and the potential for element tracing was investigated. Ad-
equate signal and low dead time was to be obtained. Increasing the electron beam energy
increases the CPS; the dead time was always held below 20% when collecting the maps.
A CPS of 2000 is considered typical ([32]), and the parameters chosen yielded a CPS in
its viciniy. During the experiments, a voltage of 30kV and a current of 2.7nA was found
to ensured this and was therefore used.
Characterisitc X-rays
The EDX detector was tested to find adequate EDX parameters in the investigations. The
parameters were tested to find good count rates ensuring a resonable collection time, while
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also making sure that the dead time was held low. The spectrums were collected until the
signal stabilized. Knowing the elements present could be used to check the ‘Expert ID’
included in the EDAXTM software.
EDX model experiments
For the preliminary mapping experiments, the sample was located and the stage tilted such
that EDX signals could be collected from the side walls (Fig. 4.13). When collecting
perspective views of the model, micrographs were collected both with the microscope in
EDX mode and with the optimized Field Free parameters.
Figure 4.13: A Monte Carlo simulation showing the principle of the EDX model experiments (Sec.
5.3.2). With Pt layers deposited on the sidewall of the block, the sample was oriented
such that the electron interaction volume (Sec. 3.1) excited the characteristic wave-
lengths of the Pt layers on the wall.
For the collection of the elemental maps used in the tracing estimations, an EDX spectrum
of the elements to be located was first collected. The sample orientations are defined in
Fig. 5.23. This was done by positioning the sample and tilting such that the Pt layers were
‘In View’ of the SEM detectors, in orientation I. Then the EDX spectrum were collected.
The raster resolution, dwell time and collection time were collected ensuring the spectrum
had stabilized (> 5000 counts). Having defined the elements to be collected, elemental
maps were collected both from orientation I and III. EDX maps were also collected at
orientation II sample tilt, to see the tracing potential from the ‘Top View’.
The estimation protocol used for the tracing potential is illustrated in fig. 4.14. The gradi-
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ent of the elemental dot map was used to measure d1, the rest is given through Eq. 4.3. The
Figure 4.14: A schematic illustrating the geometry, angle and catheti used in Eq. 4.3 and 4.3. The
blue horizontal line represents the microscope plane when the EDX elemental map is
collected.
intrument and geometry sets α = 38◦, and the tracing potential was therefore estimated:
d2 = d1/sinα (4.2)
s =
√
d22 + (tanα · d2)2 (4.3)
Double labeled sample experiments
The sample received was coated with 40nm Cr to avoid charging, and prepared is in Sec.
4.1. It was further investigated with the parameters noted in the paragraph above.
A manual cut with a scalpel was also conducted to expose different parts of the sample, as
FIB preparation of large dimensions are very time-consuming. Havng exposed the areas,
rough cuts were made (high current) with the FIB to ensure an even surface. From this
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surface EDX maps were collected with the parameters stated in the paragraph above.
Figure 4.15: The Epon epoxy embedded, DAB stained and gold intensified sample investigated.
Figure, courtesy of Jørgen Sugar.
4.5 Artifacts
When using the FIB/SEM, numerous artifacts need to be taken into account when trying to
optimize the micrograph. For site spesific studies, previous knowledge of the ROI (optical
microsopy or X-ray microtomagrphy) is of high value [3], due to the required sample
geometry (Fig. 4.19), and milling time for new area exposure. Artifats may develop
through the scan; e.g. the use of a low acceleration voltage may induce hydrocarbon
deposition and a higher diameter of the electron probe (reduce resolution [80]), while the
use of a high voltage may induce chemical crosslinking in the sample and a larger depth
of the interaction volume deteriorating the image sharpness.
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Hydrocarbon deposition
Despite the vacuum in the SEM chamber, hydrocarbons are still present is small amounts.
The electron interactions occuring at the sample surface may lead to the desposition of this
residue hydrocarbons. The deposition rate is dependent on the parameters of the SEM, and
the deposition rate is higest at low voltages. This is because low energy SE has an energy
that matches the dissiciation peak of surface adsorbed hydrocarbon precursor molecules,
surface adsorbed precursors are present in the high vacuum environment [87]. And at low
energies, the SE yield is higest (Fig. 3.4b).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: Two examples of hydrocarbon deposition. The different hues of the squares results
from different time spent focusing the SEM with the respective fields of view. Scale
bars: (a, b) = (10µm).
The hydrocarbon deposition occurs quickly during the Slice and View protocol with the
parameters used for the optimum images. But since material is sequentially removed be-
tween the micrographs, so is the deposited hydrocarbon. In the montage shown Fig. 4.17
the hydrocarbon deposition is evident resulting from a pause in the Slice and View for the
refocusing of the SEM.
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Figure 4.17: A montage of 5 micrographs showing the hydrocarbon deposition when refocusing the
SEM. The focus is increased in the 2 image, and the brighter square (higher SE yield)
is removed through the following sequence.
Drift
Drift with respect to automated FIB/SEM investigation is the unintended movement of
the stage during the process. Measures to reduce drift used in this Thesis include the
use of a SIM driftcorrection between each slice in the Slice and View process (Fig. 4.9),
the insertion of the sample in the vacuum chamber 12h before the experiment for thermal
changes to dissipate ([33]), and the use of Cu tape (more beneficial than carbon tape which
contains volative adhesives and is elastic and porous). Cu tape also has better conductivity
than carbon tape.
Despite this, drift is hard to avoid. The image stack example in Fig. 4.18 consists of
100 slices and have been aligned using the StackReg plugin in FIJI. The resulting drift
measured is: (∆x,∆y) = (0.73µm, 1.07µm).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: An example of the resulting drift despite countermeasures when the protocol was run
unsupervised. the slices are separated by 2µm. (a): slice number 1, (b): slice number
100.
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Curtaining
Curtaining is the appearance of verical lines in the SEM micrograph. This is caused by
uneven milling of the surface, and is often a result of an uneven sample topography [3].
Uneven topography predisposes different amounts of milling of the sample as caused by
position, and cannot be taken into account by the controlling software. Therefore it is
important that the sample surface is even. Topography is decreased by depositing a metal
layer on top of the sample. This decreases the topography, but does not remove the prob-
lem. The optimum sample geomtry is indicated in Fig. 4.19.
Figure 4.19: The sample geometry is very important in investigating the samples in FIB. Two sam-
ple preparation protocols were investigated in this thesis. Schematic, courtesy of Ken
Roger Ervik.
The curtaining shown in Fig. 4.20 developed after the surface and volume had been pre-
pared and polished for a Slice and View. It was introduced by a software controlled low
current Rought cut which normally did not introduce curtaining.
Charging
Charging of an insulating sample under investigation is a problem for FIB/SEM analysis.
Investigating a charged sample will lead to a deflection of the beam in question [15, 98].
This may be seen as e.g. inaccurate milling with FIB, or degraded resolution or horizontal
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Figure 4.20: Appearing curtaining as caused by the use of an automated software Rough Cut despite
using a polish ion current density.
lines with SEM. Various methods are applicable to reduce charging of insulating specimen,
the use of low voltage and specimen metal coating are common [55]. By adhering the
insulating specimen by a conductive measure to the sample stub and coating the specimen
with a metal, the charging most often is sufficiently reduced. The alternating use of the
FIB and SEM will also lead to a reduced charging, as the two particles are of opposite
charge. But this predisposes that the time of SEM and ion milling is similar [3].
Figure 4.21: The horisontal lines and bright spots indicates accumulated charge due to the sample
being inherently non-condutive [55]. Scale bar: 200µm.
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5.1 Trench milling
The FIB accuracy is of very high importance for the FIB/SEM protocol. The milling
rates varies with the ion beam current, and when milling nanoscale dimensions, small ion
beam currents are preferred [107]. Therefore, investigations of how the parameters of the
ion beam influenced the accuracy of the ion milling were conducted, to see the extent of
the effects on the embedded brain tissue. The expermental design was to investigate the
accuracy of milled trenches (Fig. 5.1).
Using the ion beam with a chosen voltage and current influences the accuracy of the ion
milling. The discussion of the focus of the ion beam is analogous to the electron beam.
In general, the more ions and higher the beam energy, the higher effective sputtering rate.
But at the same time, the lower the accuracy of the milled material. The effective sputter
rate and FIB induced damage increases with increasing beam energy [18]. Therefore the
importance of the polishing steps with a low ion current to ensure the highest accuracy of
the regions sputtered. But, the less ions impacting the material, the less material sputtered,
and thus the more time is required for the sputtering of selected regions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a): the selection of a line to sputter with the ion beam; (b): the experimental variable
was how the diameter of the trenches varied as a function of the current used.
Having set the dimensions of the trenches to be milled (x, y, z), the current determines
the time required for the protocol. The ‘line mill’ of the instrument was used to ensure
that the trenches were milled as precisely as possible. This implies that sequential pix-
els are milled (Fig. 5.1a). The experimental variable measured was the diameter of the
resulting trenches. Further details are noted in Sec. 5.1. The rationale for the investiga-
tion was to optimize the milling accuracy with respect to time while conserving adequate
accuracy. The trenches were milled in close proximity to ease their comparison. An in-
veststigation of how the magnification (thus pixel resolution) influenced the accuracy was
also investigated, but this effect proved negligable with respect to the trench diameter (data
not shown).
To ensure decreased charging and topography, layers of Pt and conductive carbon were
deposited on the Epon block. The diameter of the trenches did deviate when compar-
ing the ‘top view’ relative the 52◦ angle view. This is seen when comparing Fig. 5.4a
and 5.5c where the trench diameter increases when milling Epon epoxy relative deposited
metal. But this difference decreases with increasing current, as the area sputtered in gen-
eral increases. In Fig. 5.3 the maximum and minimum diameter from the top view is
also indicated, which indicates that the shift when excessive area is sputtered also happens
around 0.9nA.
Decreasing the acceleration voltage (lower beam energy) has also been reported to notably
increase the accuracy of the ion mill ([88]). However, the ion beam has to be aligned for
the voltage used, creating a correspondance between the position chosen in the software
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: (a): A persepctive view of the milled trenches; (b): similar trenches imaged perpendic-
ularly. Scale bars: (a,b): 10µm
and on the sample to be milled. The instrument used is these investigations is aligned
for 30kV , such that a decrease in this led to an erroneously ion beam aim, seen in Fig.
5.4b, where the ion aim trench to be milled was set on the metal. Also seen in the same
figure is the increased degraded area around the milled trench, which also indicates that
the sputtering energy was poorly focused.
As seen in Fig. 5.3, the accuracy of the mill with a current of 0.9nA was relatively high,
and the consistency unsurpassed. This led to 0.9nA being the current used for the Slice and
View experiments. The measurement at a depth of 20µm was chosen as re-embedding the
sample in empty Epon epoxy after labeling leads to ROIs in general being above a depth of
20µm in the block. (A ROI location of< 30µm has also been stated as a ‘secret to success’
concerning even FIB milling [33].) Using a magnification of 8.000X implies a height of
the ROI of 12µm. And with this magnification the interneurons may be resolved. The
use of 10.000X -which further improves the sharpness of the image- reduces the height
to 11µm. Thus, ensuring accurate miling to 20µm may decrease the development of
excessive curtaining in the ROIs investigated.
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Figure 5.3: In this figure the blue line shows how the trench diameter varied as a function of the ion
current used when milling Epon epoxy, averaged over the three depths. The red line are
the average values of the measurements of the diameter from the ‘Top view’ (Fig. 5.4a).
The maximum diameter of the area degraded by sputtering and the minimum diameter
of the trench which evidently propagated through the block was averaged.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: (a): The figure shows the top view of the ion trenches. As is also seen in the tilted
images, the trench diameter increases when brain tissue is milled; (b): The figure shows
a SEM micrograph post an ion mill where the line to be milled was placed within the
deposted platinum. A rotation of the stage also revealed that the depth of the mill as
inaccurate, signified by the degraded surrounding area. Scale bars: (a): 5µm, (b):
10mum.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.5: A comparison of the trench diameters with respect to the material milled. (a): trenches
milled with the 5 highest currents. (b): trenches milled with the 6 lowest currents, the
0.9nA trench is imaged in both (a) and (b); (c): a close up of 0.9nA, 0.46 and 0.24nA
where the difference between the diameter of the metal mill vs Epon epoxy was clear.
The scale bars: (a): 5µm, (b): 3µm and (c): 3µm.
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5.2 Brain tissue investigations
The results from the ion beam accuracy investigations were conducted to optimize the
accuracy for performing the most efficient processing of Epon embedded brain tissue. The
results from the accuracy investigations led to the Slice and View current and voltage used
being 0.9nA and 30kV .
Research questions investgated utilizing the brain samples were the potential for 3D re-
construction of entities within the tissue, and specifically a labeled subtype of interneurons
(Stellate Layer II interneurons). The sections opens with some examples of the morphol-
ogy observed during the investigations. Two embedding protocols were investigated for
their effect on the results of the FIB/SEM processing protocol. As the volume is limited
in a FIB/SEM Slice and View, different slice thicknesses were investigated for their effect
on the severity of the curtaining artifact. 3D reconstruction of densly stained axons were
investigated for the potential of semi-automatic tracing of a protocol usually requiring a
high degree of expertice.
The samples investigated in this thesis were prepared by Ph.D candidate Jørgen Sugar at
St. Olav’s University Hospital.
Brain tissue morphology
For the selection of the ROI for the Slice and View, one first conducts a Rough cut of the
FIB block. After the rough cut, a polishing step is conducted if required. The neuropil
seen on the newly exposed SEM surface requires that the operator knows the required
SEM magnification and distinguishing features of the entities of interest before initiating
a Slice and View. The morphology of the DAB stained tissue was evident when using a
magnification of 8.000X , such that this magnification was used for most of the investiga-
tions. The use of as low magnification as possible allows for a search over larger surface
areas.
In Fig. 5.6, the morphology of the DAB labeled interneurons is seen. The labeling was
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performed by Ph.D candidate Jørgen Sugar. This was used as a reference for the later
interneuron reconstruction Sec. 5.2.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: The identification of the DAB morphology used for the labeling of the images in the
Slice and View stack. The images have been inverted and y-elongated. (a) original
SEM micrograph (b) the same image with interneurons labeled turquoise, labeling done
by Jørgen Sugar. Scale bars: (a, b) = (5µm).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: This figure identifies examples of some of the entities resolved at this magnifcation
with the optimize SEM parameters. The numbers identify; (a): 1 :nucleus, 2 : axon,
3 :synapses, 4 : mitochondria; and (b): 1 :nucleus, 2 : axon, 3 :interneuron. Scale bars:
(5µm).
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With the optimized SEM parameters, numerous other entities are distinguishable, some
of which are identified in Fig. 5.7. The results show that with these parameters even
synapses can be identified. Synapse reconstruction with similar SEM parameters have
been performed; FIB/SEM 3D reconstruction can be used to categorize the synapses as
asymmetric and symmetric [4, 22, 56].
5.2.1 Brain tissue embedding protocol
Special preparation protocols are necessary when brain tissue is to be investigated with
electron microscopy (Sec. 3.4). The brain tissue has to be embedded in a resign, in these
investigations Epon epoxy was used. When the preparation is complete, the brain tissue
is embedded between two layers of epoxy as seen in Fig. 5.8a. For FIB investigations,
the geometry of the samples to be investigated is very important Fig. 4.19. An optional
preparation protocol is to re-embedd the tissue on a new block of Epon epoxy. This allows
the use of an ultramicrotome for the removal of the top layer of Epon epoxy, leaving the
brain tissue directly exposed. This protocol is more beneficial for the investigations with
FIB, but is more time-consuming with respect to the sample preparation. Therefore, the
two protocols were compared, a thin section and a re-embedded section as shown in Fig.
5.8. The quality of the protocols were evaluated with the developing curtaining and effect
of precipitated uranyl crystals (Sec. 3.4). Curtaining may develop due to difference in
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: The preparation protocol for the investigation of brain tissue with electron microscopy
requires that the tissue is embedded in plastic Sec. 3.4. (a): the thin section and (b): the
re-embedded section.
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sputtering rate (often caused by specimen topography [89]), but it may also be caused by
inherent material differences in the sample [3]. The difference in position of the brain
tissue in regards to the top of the sample is seen in figure Fig. 5.9. It was found that
re-embedding the tissue proved superior in regards to the quality of the obtained Slice and
View stacks. This was caused by e.g. when using the ion beam to locate the ROI, crystals
could unexpectedly appear above the ROI during the pre-processing. Using thin section
also required that the ion beam had to mill deeper into the sample, which also influences
the curtaining.
In contrast, a re-embedded ultramicrotomed sample positioned the tissue as close to the
ion beam impact point as possible and removes any boundary effects between different
compositions (decreases possible preferential milling [67, 89]). It also decreases the re-
quired milling depth for ROI exposure, and removes possible crystalization above ROI’s.
Previous work by the candidate has shown that using pressure through the sample prepara-
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: (a): Crystalliation at the top of the ROI which may have caused curtaining. The yellow
line in the image is 8µm. The microhgraph is taken after the S&V , and the ROI can be
seen in the center square where the hydrocarbon deposition is clear. Figure from [91].
(b): A re-embedded sample trimmed with an ultramicrotome. The yellow line measures
a depth of 22nm. The region is prepared for a Slice and View. Scale bars: (a):10µm,
(b): 20µm.
tion protocol reduces the voids in the sample, which may cause problems during the Slice
ad View protocol (e.g. for EDX3D reconstruction [76]).
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5.2.2 3D modeling of brain tissue
The use of the FIB/SEM and the Slice and View protocol introduces the possibility of
creating nearly aligned serial images that can be used in the generation of 3D models
of tissue investigated. This is made more convenient by the use of accessory software,
introduced in Sec. 4.3. The investigation of the optimization of SEM parameters was done
in previous work by the candidate ([42]), and the FIB parameters found in Sec. 5.1 was
used in the Slice and View protocols. The results presented in this section investigated
how the slice thickness influenced the quality of the micrgraphs, the potential for semi-
automatic tracing, and 3D reconstruction of a selected subset of cells.
Slice thinkness during Slice and View
Despite it numerous advantages, one of the disadvatages of conducting a Slice and View
for 3D reconstruction is the limited volume that can be investigated per experiment. The
required resolution in the x, y plane sets the bounds for the magnification and thus dimen-
sion. The required resolution in the z − dimension may not be bounded by the same
requirements. Thus if detailed data about the volume between the slices is of less impor-
tance, the slice thickness may be increased to allow the investigation of larger volumes.
Therefore, FIB parameters found to be applicable for a slice thickness of 20nm was used,
as this slice thickness has been used to reconstruct brain tissue [4, 56]. Different slice
thickness was investigated to see how this influenced the curtaining. The thicknesses in-
vestigated were 60nm, 40nm and 20nm, all of the re-embedded tissue. The results were
also compared to a 20nm Slice and View of a thin sample, a montage of which may be
seen in Fig. 5.14.
A slice thickness of 60nm led to severe curtaining on selected images through the stack.
But, the curtains -though severe- did not propagate through the stack. This is in general
a common problem for Slice and View, and the cause for the important polishing of the
ROI before initiating the protocol. A ‘passing curtain’ can be seen in Fig. 5.15. The
40nm slice thickness yielded similar quality as the 20nm stack, and can therefore to a
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similar degree be chosen if the required z − dimensional resolution is 80nm (a voxel
size half as small as the entity to follow [77]). But this benefits from what is followed
to be parallel with the slicing direction. The stack with a thickness of 60nm was still
used to trace axons. Some additional steps in FIJI were required for some of the slices
before the StackReg plugin (Sec. 4.3.1). The approach was applicable with this thickness,
and since the required resolution in the z − direction is debated ([71]), this might be an
approach for the investigation of larger volumes. But the z − resolution being as such,
other SEM parameters might be better suited with respect to a decreased resolution for a
more effective data collection. But this again has to be weighted against what is desired,
for maximum efficiency there are instruments developed primarily for speed (e.g. Multi-
beam SEM with 61 electron beams and 61 detectors [71]).
Axon tracing
The annotation of volume EM data for 3D reconstruction often predisposes a high level of
expertise of the researcher, and ways to diminish this requirement is very valuable [41].
The results from the slice thickness investigations were used in automatic 3D rendering
experiments. The reason for such an investingations is the time required for the data post-
processing protocol for 3D rendering, especially if the optimum SEM parameters are used.
The micrographs were processed with FIJI and Avizo Fire as described in sec. 4.3. The
image processing steps done in advance of the 3D reconstruction (Fig. 5.13) makes the
volume rendering both more accurace and convenient. The increased similarity of the
images (FFT bandpass filtering) consituting the stack also makes the thresholds set for one
slice applicable for the remainder, which is important for automatic tracing.
The experiment was conducted in comparison with the application of SBF/SEM for semi-
automatic axon tracing [27]. Reducing human intervention for the axon reconstruction is
of high interest due to the enormous complexity of the circuitry in the brain. Therefore,
using FIB/SEM in a similar respect for data collection was compared to the SBF/SEM
approach. The accuracy and time-consumption of the protocols was investigated. The
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optimized SEM parameters were utilized, and stacks with thickness’ of 20nm, 40nm and
60nm of re-embedded samples. The results are shown in Fig. 5.11a, 5.11c and 5.11e.
Further details are noted in Sec. 4.4.3. The slice thickness of 60nm did impose some
additional difficulties in aligning the slices. This is evident in the reduced dimension in the
example slice in Fig. 5.11e. The stack was cropped to avoid the curtains while conserving
the axons. This was not required for the 40nm slice thickness. This protocol can probably
be generalized for similarily densely stained tissue.
Regarding the accuracy of the semi-automated reconstructions, comparing the constructed
figures to the ones composed through the protocol using the SBF/SEM (Fig. 2.6), the
accuracy of the tracing with FIB/SEM seem to generate similarily accurate models. But
this is something that has to be evaluated by trained experts.
Sharpness measurements
The SEM focus deteriorates through the Slice and View protocol when the instrument is
run unsupervised. The resolution results of the axons tracing experiments were measured
through MATLAB as described further in Sec. 4.3.3. The resolution can be measured
through the micrograph sharpness. For the three experiments with the thickness’ 20nm,
40nm and 60nm, the sharpness’ are presented in Tab. 5.1 and 5.2. The number of slices
in the respective stacks were: 100, 100 and 86.
The results show that axon tracing with the FIB/SEM was possible with a raw data res-
olution of 50nm. The results also show that data post-processing can both increase or
decrease the measured resolution, but these results are highly biased by the example slice
measured. The FFT bandpass processing makes the contrasts in the volume more similar
and easily traceable.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.10: Slice number 18, 22 and 26 extracted from the same Slice and View with slice thick-
ness of 60nm, thus separated by four slices (240nm). The images have been inverted
and y-elongated. Seen in the images is a ‘passing curtain’, as seen by the large darker
area towards the center. Scale bars: (a, b, c) = (5µm).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.11: Shown in each line is the semi-automatic reconstruction of axons with the initial slice
on the bottom. The model is constructed with aligned imaged stacked on top of each
other. Besides the model is an example slice used for its construction. The axons
reconstructed are circled with blue lines. Scale bars: (b, d, f) = (5µm). (a): slice
thickness 20nm, 100 slices, z-dimesion: 2µm. (b): slice thickness 40nm, number
of slices: 100, z-dimension: 4µm. (c): slice thickness 60nm, number of slices: 86.
Z-dimension: 5160nm.
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Slice thickness Average Sharpness, #1 Average Sharpness, #86 Ratio
20nm 29.4 34.5 85.2%
40nm 35.5 41.6 85.3%
60nm 41.7 52.0 80.1%
Table 5.1: How the sharpness ([nm−1]) varied through the stacks of differing slice thickness’ and
lengths.
Slice thickness Average Sharpness, #1 Average Sharpness, #86 Ratio
20nm 26.1 28.7 90.9%
40nm 41.9 44.6 93.9%
60nm 37.1 36.8 100.8%
Table 5.2: Sharpness meaurements ([nm−1]) of the processed image stacks used for the reconstruc-
tion.
Neuron reconstruction
The serially aligned FIB/SEM Slice and View micrographs of the embedded brain tissue
can be used to reconstruct selected organelles, if the micrograph quality is sufficient. The
optimized SEM and FIB parameters found earlier were therefore used to collect as high
quality data as possible.
From the image stacks obtained, the resolution/level of detail was used to reconstruct the
inner organelles of the neurons. Slice number 34 in the stack used for the model creation is
shown in Fig. 5.12b, and a model showing a protruding dendrite from a cell body is shown
in Fig. 5.12a. The results show that the data quality is sufficient for the reconstruction of
the entity desired.
Interneuron reconstruction
In the brain tissue samples, a selected subset of cells had been specifically labeled using
the DAB protocol Sec. 4.2. Experiments were conducted to investigate the accuracy
with which the selected cells could be identified and reconstructed from the collected FIB
stacks.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: (a): A 3D reconstruction showing the protruding dendrite from the cell body. The cell
(purpule) has been rendered transparent to allow the visualization of the inner nuclus
(turquoise). The orange cuboid is the dimensions of the stack used for the model
construction. (b): Slice number 34 used in the creation of the model in Fig. 5.12a. The
cell body and the dendrite is labeled purpule, the nucleus is labeled red.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: (a): raw data, (b): processed micrograph. The image processing may profoundly in-
crease the tracing potential of the raw data. But processing flawed data can only im-
prove the result to a certain extent; the curtaining (yellow rectangle) from (a) is till
present in (b). The curtaining problem of connection of contrast is seen in (b). The
example is extracted form the 60nm slice thickness stack of Fig. 5.11e. Scale bar:
(a, b) = (5µm).
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The DAB staining protocol caused the characteristic morphology of the interneurons is
shown in a TEM micrograph in Fig. 2.3 and SEM in Fig. 5.6. The original is seen on the
left, and the same micrograph with representative interneurons labeled on the right. This
morphology and the increased brightness were used to trace the interneurons through the
stacks in the 3D reconstruction. After collecting the stack of 120 sequential micrographs a
subset of images was selected, 9 of which are shown in Fig. 5.14. The stack was inverted,
aligned using the Stackreg plugin in Fiji, and further processed by a Fast Fourier Transform
Bandpass Filter as further described in Sec. 4.3.1.
Then the stack was further processed in Avizo F ire 7.1, filtering the images through a
median smoothening filter, before reconstructing the volume as shown in Fig. 5.15a. The
axons and interneurons were labeled in each slice by using the ‘Magic Wand’ and ‘Blow
tool’, respectively. This led to the reconstructions shown in Fig. 5.15b and Fig. 5.15c.
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Figure 5.14: 9 micrographs each separatied by 10 slices from the image stack used in the creation of
the 3D model shown in Fig. 5.2. The slice thickness in this Slice and View was 20nm,
leading to each image being separated by 200nm. The images have been inverted.
Scale bar bottom right: 5µm.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.15: (a): The entire stack of micrographs reconstructed using Avizo Fire 7.1, the entities
labeled blue are axons, green are interneurons. (b): reconstructed axons isolated from
the stack. (c): reconstruted interneurons.
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5.3 EDX
Principle of EDX search
The electron beam can also be used to excite X-rays from the sample. Since X-rays orig-
inate from a relatively lower part of the interaction volume (Fig. 3.3a), the excitation of
characteristic X-rays from within a sample volume may shed light on what cannot be seen
with SEs or BSEs. Further details are noted in Sec. 3.3.
The idea for searching with EDX is shown in Fig. 5.16. By segregating the surface of the
FIB block into a matrix and collecting EDX intensity scans of each cell, an analysis of the
intensity scans may find the cells with volumes of interest.
Figure 5.16: A schematic of the idea for the tracing with EDX. The block is segregated into a matrix,
the letters a-e indicate different cells, and the coloured entites beneath the surface has
an increased density of a traceable element. If EDX scans (with interaction volumes
suited the depth of interest) had been performed of all the cells, a comparison of the
intensities could reveal which of them are interesting to investigate further.
Assuming that each EDX field of view covers each matrix cell, and if the red entity con-
tains a high density of a certain traceable element, an EDX scan of region a will contain a
higher intensity (number of counts) of that element then any other cell (Fig. 3.11); a scan
of region b will show the elements presence. The same would be true for the green object,
which would signify region e of highest intensity. Therefore, an intensity scan could be
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used to decrease the area of interest where the operator would have to search. The infor-
mation revealed with the FIB/SEM Slice and View is very complete for the volume of the
investigaion conducted, but the volume is limited (Fig. 5.17).
Figure 5.17: If the volume is not homogeneous for the entity of interest for the Slice and View, the
searcing with the FIB/SEM can be very time-consuming. Shown in the figure is a very
small part of a sample under investigation, and marks form Slice and View protocols
conducted (reference ‘X’). Scale bar: 100µm.
Thus if the element symbolized by red was due to labeling of an entity of interest (either
directly of indirectly), region a is the cell to investigate further. Having selected the cell,
an EDX dot map (indicating the spatial location of the excited x-ray peak of interest) of
the cell could be collected to further narrow down the area. From the dot map, the SEM
magnification could be increased which decreases the surface area under investigation, and
when a certain threshold was met, one could start to FIB mill the block and investigate the
exposed surface.
Practical application
The DAB staining protocol used in the sample preparation in this Thesis (Sec. 4.2) can be
intensified with a silver intensification and gold substitution. By such an intensification, an
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EDX search for gold might be used to narrow down the regions. The location (dependent
on the density) might be shown with a sample tilt of 0◦, but locating the gold after a FIB
Rough cut may also be of value.
The use of the electron beam to excite X-rays permit non-destructive investigation of inter-
nal structures of samples, and X-ray microtomography permits quantitative measurements
of the data, e.g. elemental spatial distribution [30]. This is because the X-ray signal orig-
inates from deeper within the interaction volume (Fig. 3.1). Thus exciting X-rays from
within the volume may shed light on what it contains if entities of interest are labeled with
traceable elements.
EDX was investigated for preliminary mapping purposes. This includes an investigation
of locating elements as caused by their characterisitc X-rays, investigations of how the
acceleration voltage (beam energy) influence the resolution of the measurements, the gen-
eration of a model specimen, measurements of the tracing capabilities of deposited layers
on the model, and the use of gold/silver intensification of embedded brain tissue.
Characteristic X-rays
Knowing the elements present in a sample, allowed for the investigation of the excitation of
known characterisitc X-rays. By using a gold sputtered Epon epoxy sample, the excitation
of characterisitc X-rays of gold, carbon and oxygen was tested. The results are shown in
Fig. 5.18. As is seen in the figure, the characteristic X-ray of the three elements quickly
rise far above the background braking radiation (Sec. 3.3). The peaks identified in Fig
5.18 were used further for the selective wavelength collection in the dot maps.
Elemental dot maps
The EDX spectrum in Fig. 5.18 was used for the collection of an elemental dot maps of
the surface. Dot maps are made by using a collected spectrum to select certain peak wave-
lengths and label them according to the element it represents (Sec. 3.3). By performing an
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Figure 5.18: The EDX spectrum with the characteristic peaks identifying the elements present. The
numbers represent: 1 : C, 2 : O, 3 : Au and 4 identify the braking radiation.
additional EDX scan, the spatial location of the element can be determined. The collected
maps showed as expected a homogeneous dispersion of the elements (Fig. 5.19). The
voltage used was 5kV , this only excites these elements, depite the presence of Osmium
and Uranium in the block.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.19: Three elemental maps used to verify the known elements by EDX. All images have
been inverted and contrast enhanced. The respective maps identify: (a):gold, (b): oxy-
gen, and (c): carbon. The sharp line indicates the boundary where the SEM scan was
aborted.
Ga implantation was also investigated after a Slice an View by EDX. Gallium ions may
be implated when milling each slice, and also when using the GIS for metal deposition.
An EDX spectrum and elemental maps were collected of an area after a Slice and View.
Following the collection of an EDX spectrum, the wavelengths of Pt and Ga were se-
lected and the elemental maps are seen in Fig. 5.20. The results show that Gallium ions
were implanted during these investigations, and possibly with increased frequency due to
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increasing current (the Slice and View current was 0.9nA, the trench milling was 6.45nA).
But this is also related to the topography, the Pt driftcorrection layer was deposited using
0.26pA.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.20: (a): SE micrograph of the area post a S&V ; (b): Pt elemental map, high Pt density
in the deposited driftcorrection layer; (c): Ga elemental map, high ion implantation
(Sec 3.2) density where the GIS precursor dissociation occurs, and where the S&V
trenches were made. All images are inverted and contrast enhanced.
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5.3.1 Model specimen
Investigations were performed using EDX and Pt deposition on a model specimen for
preliminary mapping of regions of interest. Since elemental maps can be collected and
specimen composition implicated([32]), the applicability of using EDX to locate the ROI
may be valuable. The search for relevant ROIs using the FIB/SEM in electron opaque
plastic embedded blocks may be extremely time consuming if the density of entities of
interest is sparse [57]. Therefore, a model was created by depositing layers of Pt and
investigating the block by EDX. The model and further details of its preparation is seen in
Fig. 4.3 and desribed in Sec. 4.2.
Model preparation
For the deposition of metal on the sample, the GIS system was used (Sec. 3.2). The gas
Injection neddle of the system requires the sample to be oriented such that the ion beam
strikes the sample vertically. This deposits the metal ‘on top’ of the sample. The model
with the three layers of deposited Pt is seen in Fig. 5.21a. With this sample orientation
voltage/resolution measurements were conducted as noted in Sec. 5.3.1.
When the layers had been deposited, the sample was reoriented for the tracing experi-
ments. The sample orientation is seen in Fig. 5.21b. The dimensions of the Pt layers
and and ion beam currents used resulted in the following ion current densities for the lay-
ers: 1.3pA/µm2, 2.2pA/µm2 and 4.5pA/µm2. The deposition result seen in Fig. 5.21a
shows a predominant sputtering when using a FIB current of 0.9nA (4.5pA/µm2), despite
the ‘rule of thumb’ when depositing Pt in with FIB is 5 − 10pA/µm2 [3]. This may be
because of the highly asymmetric shape of the area of metal-deposition.
Elemental maps, varying voltage
To test the influence of the accleration voltage on the quality of the elemental maps, dot
maps were collected at varying voltages. The voltages tested were: 5kV , 10kV and 15kV .
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.21: (a): the deposited layers of Pt on top of the Epon block; (b): the reoriented model
in Fig. 4.3b, placed such that the tilt creates an interaction volume able to trace an
EDX signal. Yellow lines are drawn to increase the visibility. Scale bars: (a, b) =
(40µm, 50µm)
The result of the experiments are is seen in Fig. 5.22.
From the results, an increase in resolution with increasing acceleration voltage can be
seen. This may be coupled to the interaction volume (Sec. 3.1), as an increase in the
voltage leads to an increase in the depth of the volume. If the electrons does not strike the
element ‘on top’, the probablity form them to backscatter from within the bulk and excite
characteristic X-rays on the way back diminish.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.22: The three layers imaged with varying voltage with EDX: (a): 5kV , (b): 10kV , (c):
15kV . All images have been inverted and contrast enhanced. Scale bars: (a, b, c) =
(30µm).
5.3.2 Elemental tracing using EDX
For the tracing experiments, the generated model was used and EDX tracing experiments
were performed with the sample orientations I,II and III as seen in Fig. 5.23. Orientation
I was used both to collect an EDX spectrum which could be used to define the elements
to be traced, and later to see that the selected peak wavelengths gave the expected result.
Details of the protocol used for the tracing estimations is noted in Sec. 4.4.4.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.23: The three orientations used for the investigations of the EDX tracing-potential. The
orientations in (a, b, c) are called (I, II, III), respectively.
Voltage dependent tracing of elements
Further experiments of the acceleration voltages used for tracing the elements were per-
formed, this time tracing the elements through Epon. The sample orientation used for
these investigations was III (Fig. 5.23). The area used in the investigations can be seen
in a SE micrograph in Fig. 5.24a. On the sides of the FIB milled surfaces, gold had been
deposited for earlier experiments using the same block. The experiment was also a test
investigate the similarity of the Pt and Au wavelengths, and therefore for using Pt to
model Au.
From the results seen in Fig. 5.24, the highest voltage (30kV ) should be used to trace Pt
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for both the maximum signal and length. For the comparison of tracing gold and tracing
platinum, the result seen in Fig. 5.25 shows that the wavelengths are so similar that gold
is ‘mistaken’ for platinum and vice versa. Therfore, the use of Pt to model Au for EDX
investigations was verified, and the importance of not sputtering the sample block withAu
(charge reduction) when searching for Pt is highlighted. As noted in Sec. 4.2 Cr was
used for the charge reduction on the EDX model.
(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.24: (a): A SE SEM of the area used for the investigations. The sample orientation used
was III (Fig. 5.23). EDX images are taken with the voltages: (b):5kV , (c):15kV
and (d):30kV . All images have been inverted and contrast enhanced. Scale bars:
(a, b, c, d) = (50µm).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.25: The elemental maps when tracing gold and platinum show a high degree of similarity.
The orientation used was III (Fig. 5.23).(a): Pt tracing and (b): Au tracing. Scale bars:
(a, b) = (50µm).
Superimposed elemental maps
A preliminary map would be of highest value if the spatial elemental distribution could
be located and the regions narrowed down using orientation II in Fig. 5.23. This would
allow the operator to immediately be able to locate the regions of interest with minor post-
processing of the data. Also, superimposing the distribution an a SE mirograph would
allow an orientation of the stage accorinding to the element of interest. Therefore, in-
vestiations were conducted to see the clarity of the distribution from the ‘top view’, 0◦
tilt.
The SE micrograph, the corresponding EDX elemental map and the superimposed image
is seen in Fig. 5.26. From the processed superimposed image, the potential for stage-
orientation and FIB milling in accordance to elemental distribution can be seen. This
is because topographic features can be seen in both the superimposed image, and in the
instrument ‘Live view’.
Length estimation of elemental tracing
The final EDX model tracing experiments were performed to see how far the Pt EDX
signal could be traced. This was conducted with the stage orientation III in Fig. 5.23.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.26: The sample orientation used was II (Fig. 5.23). (a): SE SEM showing the area in-
vestigated; (b): the corresponding area showing where the increased density of Pt is
located; (c): a processed superimposed image. Scale bars: (a, b, c) = (50µm).
With this orientation, the electron beam interaction volume excites the Pt characteristic
wavelengths with a strength (also) as a funciton of the distance through Epon. Further
details of the tracing estimations are noted in Sec. 4.4.4. The results show that with the
parameters found through the investigations, the gradient caused by the Pt could easily
be traced a length of 17µm. The estimation was done by use of visual inspection of the
gradient of the color representing the metal and Eq 4.3. This shows the potential of using
EDX to trace selected entities in bulk through embedding resign.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.27: The sample orientations used are noted in the parantheses. (a): the three deposited
Pt layers, (I). (b): Elemental map of Pt labeled blue, the image has been inverted and
contrast enhanced (I). (c): the result used to see how far the EDX signal could be traced
through empty Epon, (III). Scale bars: (a, b, c) = (30µm, 30µm, 20µm).
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5.3.3 EDX of samples labeled with DAB and gold
To test the tracing principle, a doubly labeled sample was prepared. This sample had been
both DAB stained and gold intensified (Sec. 4.2). This was tested to investigate if EDX
could be used to locate the doubly labeled entities. As the labeled cells have an increased
amount of gold present on the surface, a gold gradient might be used to implicate their
location.
A light microscope micrograph is shown in Fig. 5.28a, which shows the cells to be found.
Three cells are enclosed in the left rectangle. But concerning the results, the EDX ele-
mental map of the top surface showed no indication of intensity differences Fig. 5.29c.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.28: (a): a light micrograph of the sample stained with DAB and gold. The yellow line
indicates the manual scalpel cut made in a later investigation. (b): a SEM with the
same orientation, a feature resulting from the ultramicrotome cut can be seen in the
bottom left corner of both images. Scale bar: 500µm.
For investigating other parts of the sample, a manual cut with a scalpel was conducted.
This was done relative the ultramicrotome feature seen in the images above, the direction
of the cross-section cut is seen in Fig. 5.28a. A new layer of 40nm of Cr was deposited.
From the newly exposed surface, a region was further FIB milled to make the surface flat.
The new cross-section with the FIB prepared region is indicated in Fig. 5.29a, and a SE
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of the surface (with EDX parameters) is seen in Fig. 5.29b. The resulting elemental map
collected is seen in (Fig. 5.29d). The results show that the distribution was homogeneous
also in this part of the sample.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.29: (a): the sample was cut with a scalpel to expose a new large surface to further investi-
gate, the location selected is indicated. (b): a SE image of the region FIB milled after
the scalpel cut. (c): the gold elemental distribution in the sample top surface (Fig.
5.28a). (d): the gold elemental distribution of the FIB milled area in (Fig. 5.29b). (c)
and (d) have been inverted and contrast enhanced.
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Trench milling
The purpose of conducting the trench milling experiments was to investigate how the ion
current influenced the milling accuracy. Decreasing the ion current leads to the sputtering
of a selected volume taking more time. Also of interest was how the diameter varied with
distance, as a decrease in accuracy with distance may lead to developing of curtaining.
From the results the diameter of the trench shows a clear dependence on the ion current
used. The suspected decrease in accuracy with current indicated in Fig. 5.1b was shown
in the results. And interestingly the diameter of the trenches showed that there was a
threshold for which a futher decrease in ion current did not improve the milling noteworthy.
This current was 0.9nA. The graph in Fig. 5.3 indicates that the use of a current of 0.9nA
and an acceleration voltage of 30kV provides a good accuracy. Importantly, this current
also led to the trench diameter being very consistent. The trench diameter did increase
when the ion beam started milling the Epon epoxy relative the metal. This may be coupled
to scattering effects of the ions (Fig. 5.5c). As see in Fig. 3.9b with increasing depth,
the scattering of ions increases. In addition the altered crystal structure of the sample
might possibly have influenced the trench thickness. Despite the metal on the top being
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amorphous (randomized GIS deposition), the strength of the sample is harder than Epon
epoxy. Another aspect is the electrical properties of Epon epoxy. This might lead to charge
effects with implanted ions. This will influence the ion probe size, and therefore the trench
diameter.
Decreasing the acceleration voltage has been used to increase accuracy of ion milling,
measured by sidewall damage [88]. But sidewall damage was not of concern in this inves-
tigation. Steps were taken to avoid edge effects (milling trenches, always milling surfaces
larger than the ROI). And reducing the acceleration voltage (decreasing the beam energy)
would again lead to time having to be increased for milling a volume, as this decreases the
beam energy. Decreasing the voltage also influences the porbe size and makes it bigger.
One would therefore have to decrease the current further for the porbe size to be suffi-
ciently small. And, since the use of lower voltages requires that the ion column is aligned
accordingly, this was not investigated further. It was seen that decreasing the voltage led
to neither accurate nor consistent milling, as judged by the trench result Fig. 5.4b. The
expected decrease in accuracy is also described in Sec. 3.2.
Further Progress
If the ion beam accuracy is to be investigated further, a decrease in acceleration voltage
might be investigated. This may decrease the efficiency of the protocol, but may also
be used to adjust the milling time to a similar scale as the SEM collection time for less
conductive samples.
Brain tissue investigations
In the brain tissue investigations, different aspects of the the Slice and View protocol and
resuts processing was investigated. Two embedding protocols were investigated, different
slice thicknesses were tested (larger volumes each Slice and View), and the data collected
from the protocols were used in analysis and reconstruction of the volumes. Judging from
the image stacks collected and the 3D models constructed, the protocols used in their
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collection and creation work very well. The data processing also avoided the problem of
brightness gradients (top to bottom, decreasing signal with depth [14]) even though this
was observed during some of the experiments.
Despite additional time required for re-embedding the samples, the candidate would argue
that this is conducted. This lead to the quality of the micrograph improving significantly.
This is related to the geometry of the sample (Fig. 4.19), and is further supported by
the trench milling experiments (varying trench diameter, difference in material compo-
sition). Using thin samples requires ion milling to a larger depth to uncover the ROI.
Re-embedding the samples avoided most of the problems and led to high quality data.
Furthermore, use of thin sections also created the problem where crystals could form above
the ROI (Fig. 5.9a). The difference in structure will influence the energy required for the
ion beam for the mill. This might have caused the development of curtaining beneath the
crystals. By re-embedding the tissue, the boundary was removed by the ultramicrotoming
as was any problematic crytallization. So the extra processing steps are of high values for
the FIB/SEM investigation.
Even though image drift was not a large problem for the experiments conducted, even less
drift might have been achieved by -in addition to the 12h prevacuuming, let the sample ob-
tain both thermal and mechanical euilibrium in the position to conduct the Slice and View.
This can be done by finalizing the adjustments and parameters and leave the instrument
for 1h [16].
For the slice thickness investigations, the quality of the micrographs were judged by the
curtaining. It was found that the curtaining did not propagate when using a thickness
of 60nm (Fig. 5.15). This is a common problem for Slice and View. This might be
related to the accuracy through mill. Having selected an area (volume) for ion milling,
the accuracy of the mill increases towards the end. Thus, when the volume to be milled
is large, this might lead to the two issues ‘canceling each other’. For a polished surface
on a re-embedded sample, curtaining was not normally a problem. It was also found that
using a slice thickness of 40nm, the curtaining were as absent as when using 20nm. Thus,
these ion beam parameters are applicable for a thickness of 40nm, if larger volumes (with
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decreased z-resolution) is to be investigated.
The use of DAB staining did make the labeled interneurons easily identifiable. But, the
tissue was difficult to reconstruct, such that optional ways to label the tissue might be in-
vestigated. By using a silver/gold double labeling protocol the increased contrast might be
usable for the contrast tracing. Another important point is that the silver/gold intensifica-
tion process may be repeated. Labeling with siver, enhancing with gold, then repeating the
process, as the agrophylic capabilities of the HRP is conserved (Sec. 3.4). This would po-
tentially create an even stronger (and thicker) contrast/boundary. This might be beneficial
in the 3D reconstructions, as this would create easily traceable outer boundaries.
In regards to use the FIB/SEM for 3D reconstructions of brain tissue using high magni-
fications, the DAB staining might not be the optimum choice, at least not for protocols
followed in this Thesis. This is caused by the disruption of the ultrastructure of the enti-
ties that are labeled [35]. Even though easily identifiable, the candidate experienced the
contours being very hard to track. This made it impossible to use more convenient tools
for the reconstruction, e.g. the ‘Magic Wand’, and manual tracing of each slice became
the only option. This removes the potential for semi-automatic tracing used in the axon
tracing experiments, if not a good template maching procedure is developed.
The staining with Osmium, Uranium and the DAB protocol might have been the reason
for the avoidance of the charging artifact. The SEM parameters uses a very high dwell
time, which can easily charge insulating specimen. Since the gold intensified tissue was
not stained with Uranyl acetate and had a different composition, this might have lead the
agglomeration of excess negatve charge (Fig. 4.21). The high conductivity of the interneu-
ron tissue might have removed the charging, despite the parameters implying that the rule
of thumb to avoid charging is that the imaging time and milling time are approximately
similar [3]. In these investigation they were separated by more than an order of magnitude.
Concerning the SFB/SEM vs FIB/SEM comparison ([27]), the researchers used a reso-
lution of (x, y, z) = (26nm, 26nm, 50nm), and used computerized reconstructions of
axons of stacks of 100 and 700 slices. Their approach first used a denoising step of the
slices -of 20min/slice- and thereafter computed structure tensors which took 10min for
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the whole stack. With the protocol followed in this Thesis, the examples given in Fig.
5.11a, 5.11c, 5.11e were processed through FIJI and Avizo Fire. Having processed the
stack and imported it into Avizo Fire, the ‘Magic Wand’ tool was used, and the threshold
corrected once for each selected axon. The whole process for creating the models was
done in a couple of minutes. But even though the FIJI processing was done equally quick
on a laptop computer, the Avizo Fire model generation was done on a supercomputer. [27]
was published in 2009.
The required resolution for the tracing of the thinnest axons in the model experiment was
set to 50nm [27, 102]. The measured reciprocal units in both the processed and unpro-
cessed tables Tab. 5.1 and 5.2, implies that this approach may have similar applicability
as the SBF/SEM protocol. Even though SBF/SEM might be better suited for moderately
sized volumes and FIB/SEM for very highly resolved small volumes ([10]), the slice thick-
ness and the ion beam current can be investigated for the collection of adequately highly
resolved stacks of images. The results of the preliminary experiments provided a suffi-
cient resolution for 100 sequential slices, leading to the FIB/SEM approach may be used
for mapping larger distance axons. The thickness used in the comparing article was 50nm,
the semi-automated FIB/SEM approach traced axons with a slice thickness of 60nm.
Further Progress
As can be seen from the axon tracing experiments, the use of a slice thickness’ of 40nm
and 60nm both showed applicability in regards to automatic axon tracing. What might
also be proposed when comparing Fig. 5.11c with Fig. 5.11e with the respective dimen-
sions stated, is the role the difference in resolution when obtaining the images may play.
The 40nm images were obtained with a resolution of 1024 × 884, the 60nm stack with
2048 × 1768. The model with 40nm does appear more fragmented. Another option is
differences in the SEM focus or drifting leading to the contrasts being disrupted to such an
extent that the contrast enhancement does not ‘close the gap’ when adjusting the thresh-
olds. This can also be investigated, as the decrease in resolution with the optimized SEM
parameters effectively reduces the time of the experiment with 50%. Finding the resolu-
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tion required for resolving the entities to be traced is something the candidate proposes
should be investigated in advance of conducting further experiments. (Another secret to
success has been stated to keep the imagin below 2 min [33].) The optimized SEM pa-
rameters does yield very highly resolved images, but is a ‘bottleneck’ in the experimental
protocol.
The semi-automatic tracing predisposes that the contours are similar. This is increased
by processing the stack with the same FFT bandpass parameters. Furthermore, for an
increased tracing accuracy ‘stronger’ FFT parameters could be used to filter away more
frequencies. If general morphology were to be traced, one could investigate the FFT pa-
rameters that accurately maintained the details of interest, while filtering away noise and
interferring entities in the micrographs. In semi-automatic tracing, the developing of cur-
taining is very important. This is because curtains can ‘connect contrasts’, as evident when
looking at the example in Fig. 4.20. When tracing an object through a volume, if a curtain
intersects the object to be labeled in a single slice constituting the volume, this may cause
the labeling of everything else the same curtain intersects.
The strong contrast of the densely labeled axons made it easy to select the axon to be
traced. Furthermore, if the research object was axon tracing, one option could be to use
tissue not labeled through the DAB protocol, and only labeling with Osmium and Uranium.
This could also have made the axon tracing results more accurate. The axons were selected
as they were ‘isolated’ form the remained of the densely labeled entities. Another option
could be to test the automatic tracing protocol for tracing selectively labeled entities by
the DAB staining and silver/gold enhancement, and not staining the axons with Osmium
and Uranium. By using multiple double labeling of an entity of high density, this might
contribute to the volume both being sufficiently conductive, and that the boundaries would
be sufficiently thick such that the boundaries could be traced.
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EDX
The EDX investigations were conducted to see if this can be used as a way of preliminary
mapping the FIB block to be investgated. The idea can be condensed to if the entities to
be investigated are selectively labeled with traceable elements, a preliminary EDX map of
the tissue might narrow down the area to investigate.
The voltage dependency was investigated and it was found that the highest voltage was
the voltage that provided the highest resolution. But with that voltage, a larger amount of
characteristic elements are excited. Such that one has to weigh the depth of the interaction
volume and resolution, against exciting possible noise of heavier elements. Another note
to take into account is that the tracing length will depend on the charcterteristic wavelength
excited. FIB-EDX tomographical reconstructions have been performed on resign embed-
ded biological specimen, which concluded that the use of 5kV was the maximum voltage
to be used with acceptable resolution [58]. But, since the use of EDX in this regard is for
mapping purposes, the candidate proposes that the highest voltage (30kV ) is used.
The superimposed image of the elemental map and the SE image (Fig. 5.26) did show the
poteintial for EDX preliminary mapping, as shown in Fig. 5.16. Despite the main disad-
vantage of investigating bulk specimen is the low spatial resolution ([32]), for preliminary
mapping of trace elements this might be beneficial. The density of Pt is clearly indicated
by the yellow color, and had one segregated the block into a matrix and performed similar
intensity scans of the remainder, this cell would probably had the highest Pt intensity.
Furthermore, the location of the Pt in the given cell would have been indicated by the
yellow coloring. But what was also seen, was that the similarity in wavelength between
Pt and Au might cause noise (Fig. 5.25). But, an option for the Au noise is that the block
had earlier been coated with 40nm Au for another investigation. Before depositing the Pt
on the block (bottom), EDX scans were conducted to see if Au was present before placing
the new Pt layers; these results showed that Au was not present (data not shown).
The final tracing experiments did show that EDX could potentially be used for searching
applications. EDX could trace elements through Epon epoxy for at least 17µm. But the
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density/amount of Pt be traced was very high; the layer used for had a thickness of 1µm.
The proof of principle sample investigated did not give very good results, some problems
are discussed below.
The EDX ananlysis of the top surface did not reveal anything, such that a manual scalpel
cut was conducted to expose a new surface. Irregular surfaces may create problems for
EDX analysis ([68]) and this was experienced. Even though post-processing did flatted
the surface, artifacts could be seen. And since X-ray tomography normally operates with
a 1− 10µm resolution ([8]), the homogeneous dispersion of gold in the sample could not
be used for the interpretation of any concentration gradients.
The reduced hardening of the block might have been the cause for the problems with the
ultramicrotoming. The results are seen in Fig. 4.15, where the glass knife could not be
used to create smooth clear cut edges. In addition, the tissue in the block had not been
extra contrasted by use of Uranyl acetate, which might have influenced the conductivity
of the block. The block was coated with 40nm of Cr, but this was not sufficient regarding
the charging. But, the silver/gold intensification should also have increased the conduc-
tivity. This procedure was not used for the other blocks investigated, and the lack of the
heavy metal salt contrast enhancement makes it difficult to say anything about cause of
the differences in conductivity. These questions are risen as the candidate did experience
charging of the sample during the experiments (Fig. 4.21). It was difficult to focus prop-
erly and collect good SEM micrographs of the gold intensified sample. When collecting
EDX elemental maps, this could also have been a contributing factor. In addition to the
resolution of the EDX being lower, collecting elemental maps with multiple scans of the
same surface would create an additional blurring effect. From the elemental maps of the
doubly labeled tissue, the dispersion of gold was seemingly homogeneous, such that using
EDX to pinpoint locations of higher gold density was impossible. But if this was caused
by an even dispersion of gold through the tissue, or other effects due to e.g. charging is
impossible to conclude.
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It has been noted that correlative volume EM will reach its full potential when proteins
of interest can be directly identified in the SEM [41], and Fig. 5.26c shows that superim-
posing EDX might be a route to investigate for reaching this potential in the future. By
selective labeling with traceable elements, a superimposed image could be used directly to
show the presence of the labeled entity, e.g. a medical marker.
Thus, new experiments may be conducted with new samples prepared and tested in an
analogous manner to see if EDX could be used. Similar interneuron sections could be
prepared, not only to see how this influenced the conductivity, but also how the double
labeling influences the contrasting. As this process induces the deposition of silver, it is
reasonable to suspect that the contrasts are strengthened and rendered thicker. If the object
of interest is not quantitative mesurements of the interneurons (which the DAB staining
also causes problems for) but ‘merely’ 3D reconstructions, a deposited gold layer might
be easily visible in the electron micrographs. Furthermore, in the 3D reconstructions the
contrasts might be more easily be traced.
A situation similar to the axon tracing could be used to test the tracing applicability of
EDX. If a sample was created containing long axons (e.g. axon bundles visible with opti-
cal microscopy, high density of axons implying high density traceable element), one could
stain heavily with Osmium and Uranyl acetate and test this ([27, 77]). By ultramicrotom-
ing a very thin sheet of tissue (containing the bundle or sections of it) and re-embedding
on empty epoxy, an EDX elemental map of this section could implicate the direction of
the propagating axons. The optical microscope would function as a control. And by using
empty Epon epoxy, the only wavelengths of interest would originate from the top layer.
The Epon epoxy underneath would only excite characteristic wavelengths of C and O not
interfering with the wavelengths of interest. Such a map might be used to orient the stage
according to the axons. This could be used to obtain a very high magnification stack, as
one knows the direction of the axonss (avoid an oblique angle like in Fig. 5.11a).
And, if double Au labeling of interneurons and EDX tracing proves of little value, a pre-
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liminary map of axons might be useful in locating high interneuron density. Relatively
short axons are characteristic for interneurons ([17]), and in the volume containing in-
terneurons in this Thesis, the axon density was severly increased around (Fig. 5.15b).
Thus, finding a relatively higher axon density might imply a higher density of interneu-
rons.
The proposed experiment might avoid the two major problems for EDX which is inter-
pretation of results under non-ideal conditions and time required to obtain a good map
(4-12h) [83]. The non-ideal conditions (small peak size relative background) might not be
a problem as the characteristic X-rays of C and O are not interferring with the rays of Os,
U nor Au. And since the map is a preliminary map, detailed quantitative maps are of low
importance.
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Conclusion
This Thesis have investigated aspects of the FIB/SEM protocol used for the generation of
3D models of brain tissue, and the potential for EDX for elemental tracing. The inves-
tigations revolved around how to make the Slice and View protocol most efficient, while
optimizing the data quality of the experiments. The issues investigated was how the ion
beam parameters influenced the accuracy of the ion milling, brain tissue preparation and
the protocol used to regenerate the tissue, and different aspects of elemental tracing using
EDX.
The ion beam accuracy investigations showed that the use of an acceleration voltage of
30kV and a current of 0.9nA gave the most efficient while still accurate milling. The
dimensions investigated are resonable, as the samples should be prepared such as to place
possible ROI as close or closer to ‘the top’ of the block. If ion beam accuracy is to be
investigated further, a decreased acceleration voltage was not thoroughly investigated. The
parameters used gave a sufficient accuracy for the dimensions of the embedded brain tissue
investigated.
The brain tissue investigations showed that the extra processing step of re-embedding the
sample was highly beneficial for the FIB/SEM protocol. Investigating re-embedded sam-
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ples led to high quality data with the optimized SEM and FIB parameters. The high data
quality made it possible to conduct 3D regeneration of the selectively labeled interneu-
rons, and perform 3D tracing experiments of the stacks collected. The protocol did show
the potential for semi-automatic tracing, if the staining was of an adequate extent. Further
research questions might include how a decrease in SEM resolution may be suited for the
regeneration, alternate labeling, and how the staining and data-processing may be used to
create contrast thresholds for semi-automatic tracing.
The use of EDX and elemental mapping of the FIB block to be investigated did show a
good potential to narrow down the areas to investigate in a stepwise fashion. Through
the investigations, it was found that the use of a high excitation acceleration voltage and
current of the electron beam provided an adequate tracing. EDX may be used to trace
elements ‘buried’ 17µm in the block volume.
The ion beam accuracy investigations were accurate to 20µm, the re-embedded samples
created ROIs in a similar dimension, EDX tracing showed potential for tracing approxi-
mately 20µm, and selective labeling with traceable elements gave identifiable morphol-
ogy. Despite some problematic issues, the EDX tracing potential was revealed and might
be used as a highly valuable tool. The candidate therefore proposes that the EDX trac-
ing potential is investigated further by protocols of high similiraity as these gave good
preliminary results.
Thus, FIB/SEM is an excellent approach for the 3D reconstruction of brain tissue. With
FIB and SEM parameters used in this Thesis, very high quality data is obtained. The ion
beam parameters gave sufficient accuracy, and the SEM quality further gave good 3D mod-
els and semi-automatic tracing options. The use of EDX, selective labeling and prelimi-
nary elemental mapping of ROIs showed a good potential in the investigations conducted
and should be investigated further.
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